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ABSTRACT
The conversion of solar energy into usable forms of energy such as electricity and heat is
attractive given the abundance of solar energy and the numerous issues recently raised in
the consumption of fossil fuels. Solar conversion technologies may generally be
categorised as either photovoltaic or solar thermal types capable of converting incidental
sunlight into electricity and heat respectively. The photovoltaic cell is able to transform
incidental sunlight into electricity via the Becquerel effect, however, the single junction
crystalline silicon solar cell, the predominant cell type in today’s photovoltaic market is
only able to utilise a small portion (less than 20%) of incidental sunlight for this purpose.
A majority of the remaining portion is absorbed much like a traditional solar thermal
collector and sunk as heat by the cell, elevating its operating temperature. Given the
negative effect of temperature on photovoltaic cell operation, where a linearly
proportional drop in conversion efficiency with elevated temperature can be expected,
photovoltaic conversion can be reduced significantly particularly in areas of high
irradiance and ambient temperatures. Based on the intrinsic absorption characteristics of
the photovoltaic cell, a third type of solar panel referred to as the hybrid photovoltaic
thermal collector (PVT) collector has been developed where fluid channels running along
the underside of the photovoltaic panel transfer heat away from the cells to minimise this
detrimental effect. Furthermore, heat captured from the cells may then be used for space
heating or domestic hot water improving the overall collector efficiency.

In this study a unique building integrated PVT (BIPVT) collector is investigated
consisting of an aluminium extrusion with structural ribs, fluid channels, and solar
conversion materials. In order to evaluate this design, a mathematical model of the
collector was developed in order to determine both thermal and electrical yield of the
i

proposed design. The thermal analyses of the building integrated PVT collector in
previous studies have generally adopted the approach applied to traditional solar thermal
collectors where the distribution of coolant fluid flowing through the piping array is
assumed uniform. For a conventional solar thermal collector this simplification may be
reasonable under certain circumstances, however, given the temperature sensitivity of
photovoltaic cells and their electrical connection scheme, this assumption may lead to
significant modelling error. In order to further investigate this issue, a mathematical
model has been developed to determine the photovoltaic yield of a BIPVT collector
operating under non-homogeneous operating temperature as a result of flow maldistribution. The model is composed of three steps individually addressing the issues of
1) fluid flow, 2) heat transfer, and 3) the photovoltaic output of a BIPVT array. Fluid
analysis was conducted using the finite element method in order to obtain the individual
fluid channel flow rates. Using these values, a heat transfer analysis was then conducted
for each module forming the BIPVT array to calculate the photovoltaic operating
temperature for the constituent cells forming the array. During this step the finite
difference method was utilised to approximate the fin efficiency of the building integrated
collector, taking into account its irregular geometry. Finally the photovoltaic yield was
calculated using a numerical approach which considered the individual operating
temperature of the PV cells. During this step a new method was identified to determine
the values of series and shunt resistances and also the diode constant required for the
modelling of photovoltaic devices based on the multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson
method and current-voltage equations expressed using the Lambert W-function.
Experimentation was carried out to validate the new modelling methods.

These models were combined to quantify the detrimental impact of flow mal-distribution
on photovoltaic yield for a number of scenarios. In the case where flow uniformity was
ii

poorest, only a 2% improvement in photovoltaic yield was obtained in comparison to a
traditional photovoltaic panel operating under the same environmental conditions. For the
case where flow uniformity was optimal however, photovoltaic output was improved by
almost 10%.

This work has shown that the effects of poor flow distribution has the potential to have a
substantial negative impact on the photovoltaic output of a building integrated solar
collector especially given the variability in its physical geometry. The appropriate design
of this technology should therefore consider the effects of this phenomenon. The
methodology presented in this study can be used to approximate PV output for a BIPVT
array with different array geometries and operating characteristics. Furthermore, the
method to calculate solar cell modelling parameters developed in this study is not only
useful for the analysis of hybrid PVT systems, but for the general analysis of photovoltaic
systems based on crystalline silicon solar cells.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Problem statement

In a single hour the quantity of energy received on earth from the sun is equivalent to all
the energy consumed by humans in an entire year [1]. This makes solar energy one of the
most exploitable renewable energy resources that we know of today. To make use of this
abundant supply of energy, research into various technologies which are capable of
converting solar energy into usable forms of energy such as electricity and heat is active
worldwide. One such device is the hybrid photovoltaic/thermal collector, henceforth
referred to as a PVT collector. The PVT collector is a single integrated device which can
simultaneously convert incidental solar radiation into both electricity and heat [2]. In the
next chapter, research conducted into the operational characteristics of a silicon solar cell
and how they are temperature sensitive devices is discussed. In summary, their output is
hindered by elevated temperature which is typical in the presence of solar radiation due to
their inherent absorption characteristics [3]. Referring to Figure 1, the PVT collector
incorporates fluid channels which are used to cool the photovoltaic cells. Therefore, by
cooling the photovoltaic cells not only can the photovoltaic yield be improved, but heat
recovered from the cells may be used for some purpose such as space heating or domestic
hot water applications. By converting radiation into both electricity and heat, the energy
yield per square meter of roof used by the building integrated PVT collector is increased
significantly over traditional photovoltaic solar thermal technology. Furthermore research
has indicated that the overall cost and aesthetics may also be improved [4]. Costs are
improved by removing material and labour redundancies as the PVT collector is a single
integrated device and aesthetics are improved by integrating solar conversion materials
into the building envelope [5].
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F
Figure
1 Desiign of the PV
VT collector under investtigation in thhis study.
Despite theese advantag
ges, the PVT
T collector iss still in its infancy withh little penettration
into the cuurrent solar market.
m
In oorder to imprrove the marrket share o f these colleectors,
their econoomics must prove
p
favourrable over ex
xisting techn
nologies. Too achieve this goal
the developpment of an accurate moodel of the PVT
P
collector is requiredd so that its output
o
can be quaantified and
d optimised for specific site conditiions, climatee, array sizee, and
installationn requirements etc.

As PV outpput will be in
nfluenced byy temperaturre, the tempeerature distribbution of thee PVT
collector must
m be deterrmined prior to any electtrical calculaations by connducting a th
hermal
analysis. Currently,
C
thee thermal anaalysis of the PVT
P
collecto
or is typicallyy performed using
the one dim
mensional Hottel-Whillie
H
er analysis [6],
[ the samee approach ccarried out for
f the
analysis off standard solar
s
thermaal collectorss [7]. This method how
wever makees the
assumptionn that flow through eacch fluid chan
nnel of a heeader/riser fl
fluid network
k (see
Figure 2) is uniform reesulting in ann even distriibution of tem
mperature. H
However, preevious
studies havve revealed that
t
this is nnot the case for a traditio
onal solar thhermal installlation
with fluid channel flow
w rates varyying considerrably depend
ding on seveeral factors which
w
shall be discussed laterr. As a resullt of this flo
ow variation,, the operatinng temperatu
ure of
each cell being
b
cooled by the fluidd will similarrly vary lead
ding to electrrical losses due
d to
these mism
matched cond
ditions. Littlee research haas been carriied out which
ch investigatees this
2

phenomenoon of flow mal-distributi
m
ion and its effect
e
on thee photovoltaiic yield of a PVT
collector. This
T
represeents a fundaamental gap in the understanding oof the operaational
behaviour of
o the PVT collector.
c

Figure 2 Flow rates thrrough each ffluid channeel (red arrow
ws) of a headder/riser typee fluid
network wiill not be equ
ual in the fielld.
1.2

Aim
m and scop
pe of researrch

The aim off this study iss to determinne what effecct flow distriibution will hhave on the output
o
of a buildiing integrateed photovolttaic/thermal collector. As
A previous rresearch hass been
conducted which exam
mines the eff
ffect of flow
w distribution
n on the ther
ermal aspectss of a
traditional solar thermaal collector, tthis study will be primarily focused oon the photov
voltaic
output of the
t PVT collector. The design of th
he collector was
w limited to the alum
minium
extruded design shown
n in Figure 1 with a typiccal header/riser channel nnetwork sho
own in
Figure 2 too cool the ph
hotovoltaic aarray. The ph
hotovoltaic system
s
consiisted of the multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) cell typpe only in th
his work as it representts the majorrity of
installed photovoltaic devices [8].. The selecttion of the design
d
show
wn in Figuree 1 is
discussed in section 1.2
2.1.
3

1.2.1

Collector design selection

Prior to this study, research by Anderson [9] was carried out investigating the thermal
aspects of the BIPVT collector. In his work, a standing seam or troughed sheet metal roof
made from coloured steel was used to fabricate the collector (refer to Figure 3). In
addition to the structural ribs which stiffen the collector and provide the necessary
strength, a coolant channel was formed in the profile to provide a pathway for the coolant
fluid as shown by Figure 4. The fluid channel was created by attaching a colour coated
absorber steel sheet onto the sheet metal roof by the use of adhesives. A number of
challenges were encountered with this design however.
i)

The coloured steel material used to fabricate the collector was galvanised and dip
coated black (to improve absorption). Although varying the material colour was
not found to be significantly detrimental to thermal performance [10], welding
the absorber sheet to the sheet metal collector was found difficult to achieve
unless coatings were first removed [9].

ii)

Experience with adhesives as an alternative to welding proved unreliable being
prone to leakage and raised serious concern with the longevity of the product.

iii)

In order to make the necessary fluid connections to the collector, holes were
drilled into the sheet metal collector for the inlet and outlet plumbing fittings (see
Figure 3). Nipples were silver soldered onto the underside of the collector for
manifold connection. The fluid opening remains at the end so the collector had to
be plugged. This process was similarly found unreliable with leaks forming and
raised concern over how the process could be reliably implemented in a high
speed manufacturing environment.

4

a an
Figure 3 BIIPVT Collecctor design coonsisting of a standing seeam colouredd steel roof and
absorber plate adhered
d in place w
with pc-Si ceells encapsullated using a poly-vinyll resin
adhered onnto the roofin
ng [9].

Figure 4 Cross sectionaal view of thhe assembly explosion fo
or the collecttor investigatted by
Anderson [9].
[
5

As a result of these issu
ues, an alternnative design
n was investigated in thiss study. The use of
t manufactuure the colleector which included
i
fluiid channels was a
aluminium extrusions to
promising alternative. By extrudinng the ribs and
a fluid ch
hannels into a single parrt, the
process of drilling holees into the shheet and silv
ver soldering
g of nipples as required in the
previous deesign is elim
minated removving a signifficant leakagee issue. Fluidd channels fo
ormed
in the extrrusion can be
b tapped annd threaded for the con
nnection of pplumbing fitttings,
minimisingg the risk off leaks. Addditionally thee high therm
mal conductivvity of alum
minium
yields an im
mprovement in fin efficieency over a collector
c
fabrricated from coloured steeel.

Figure 5 Design of th
he aluminium
m extruded BIPVT
B
collecctor with phootovoltaic ceells.
The aluminnium extrusio
on design shhown in Figu
ure 5 is black
k anodised too address thee issue
of corrosioon and also to improve the absorptiion characterristics of thee aluminium
m. The
challenge raised
r
by th
his design hoowever is th
he method of
o PV cell en
encapsulation
n. The
encapsulatiion process is a criticall step to ensure the lon
ngevity of thhe PV systeem by
preventing the ingress of
o moisture. In this work
k, vacuum laamination off photovoltaicc cells
in a sandw
wich style assembly connsisting of a protective top cover ((typically glass in
current PV
V modules) and
a multiplee layers of etthylene viny
yl-acetate (EV
EVA) was ad
dopted
[11]., Figuure 6 depictss this assembbly type witth several layers and theeir position in the
assembly.
6

o PV cells ussing EVA [11].
Figure 6 Schematic representatioon of the enccapsulation of
The assembbly shown in
n Figure 6 iss placed in a vacuum lam
minator (Figuure 7) wheree air is
expelled from the assem
mbly and heaated to cure the constitueent layers off EVA formin
ng the
encapsulateed assembly..

Figure 7 Flatbed
F
lamin
nator used to cure the EV
VA and encap
psulate the saandwich asseembly
[11].
As the stanndard laminattion process is typically performed
p
in
n a flatbed laaminator sim
milar to
the one shoown in Figurre 7, the methhod of lamin
nating onto th
he extruded aluminium design
d
(Figure 5) with its uniq
que geometry
ry containing
g structural ribs
r and fluidd channels was
w an
initial conccern however research ccarried out at
a the Univerrsity of Waik
ikato in a sep
parate
study was able to builld a custom laminator capable of laaminating thee extruded design
d
addressing this issue [12].
With the lamination
l
issue addresssed, the alu
uminium extruded design
gn (Figure 5) was
deemed a viable
v
producct for manufa
facture and worthy
w
of furtther investigaation.
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1.3

Overview of the thesis

Chapter 2 will review the literature relevant to the PVT collector and the research aim.
The major types and design variations of the PVT will be introduced and discussed.
Studies regarding the effect of flow distribution in the context of the solar thermal
collector will be examined followed by the traditional heat transfer analysis of these
systems. Literature regarding the modelling of photovoltaic devices including the
influence of temperature and the effects of mismatching will be discussed in detail.

A preliminary investigation into the effect of geometry and other factors specific to the
building integrated PVT collector on flow distribution is given in Chapter 3. As the
results from Chapter 3 indicated that a large variation in flow distribution is possible for
the building integrated PVT collector, a photovoltaic model with the ability to capture
heterogeneous array operating temperature was developed. Chapter 4 will describe the
research carried out into the development of a unique numerical method for determining
the series and shunt resistances of a solar cell, two parameters required for modelling a
photovoltaic cell, using the Lambert W-function. The experimental method used to
validate the numerical method presented in Chapter 4 is presented in Chapter 5. Based on
the results presented in Chapter 5, it was found that the numerical method presented in
Chapter 4 could be further enhanced. Chapter 6 presents a modified numerical algorithm
to calculate the values of series and shunt resistances and also the diode ideality factor.
Using the mathematical model of the photovoltaic system developed in chapter’s four to
six, the effect of flow distribution on the photovoltaic output of the PVT collector is
examined in Chapter 7. However, the three step numerical approach presented in Chapter
7 was found to be computationally intensive and time consuming to conduct. To address
this issue, an artificial neural network was successfully trained to approximate
photovoltaic output considering the phenomenon of flow distribution. Details of this

8

study are provided in Chapter 8. Conclusions and recommendations are finally provided
in Chapter 9.
Chapters 3 to 8 inclusive are presented in their journal article published format. Those
already published and submitted for publication are included in the abstract. Prior to each
journal paper, a short introduction is provided commenting on the motivation behind the
work carried out and its overall contribution to the body of thesis.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
2.0

Introduction

Background material relevant to the analysis of the hybrid photovoltaic/thermal (PVT)
collector is presented in this chapter. Considerable research into this technology has
occurred from its original development in the 70’s [13]. Here previous research onto the
development of the hybrid PVT collector is reviewed including the advantages and
motives behind the technology. Examples will be presented for the PVT/air, PVT/water,
and the building integrated (BIPVT) design variants. Despite the technological
advantages associated with the PVT collector, a number of obstacles that remain to be
addressed, such as the detrimental effect of high temperature on the output of a
photovoltaic device, leading to the primary research goal of this study.

2.1

The hybrid photovoltaic/thermal collector

As a result of the OPEC oil embargo in 1973/1974 and the subsequent rise in oil prices,
research into the harnessing of solar energy was escalated during this period. One
outcome of this research activity was the development of the PVT collector concept
originally developed by Martin Wolf in the mid 70’s [13]. In this pioneering study, Wolf
experimented with a PV array mounted within a non-concentrating thermal collector and
a lead acid battery for storage. His work concluded that the concept was both feasible and
cost effective leading to significant research into this area.
The PVT collector is a single integrated device which can simultaneously convert solar
radiation into both electricity and heat [14]. In essence, solar cells are implemented
directly onto a thermal absorber and used for the direct conversion of solar energy into
electricity via the photovoltaic effect. The typical silicon solar cell will convert between
4-17% of incidental radiation into electricity [15]. The remaining portion (greater than
50% after the deduction of reflection losses) is absorbed and converted into heat [16]. As
10

a result of their absorption characteristics [16], the operating temperature of a solar cell
can be expected to rise in the presence of radiation. This can lead to two undesirable
outcomes:

(i)

a drop in conversion efficiency (0.5%/oC rise for silicon cells has been
reported [17]) and

(ii)

possible permanent damage to the cell due to thermal stress [18].

These undesirable effects, however, can be mitigated by cooling the cells with a fluid
(typically either water or air) thus improving their photovoltaic output and lifetime. Total
energy yield from the collector can be further improved by capturing and transporting
heat collected from the cells for space heating/hot water applications via an active heat
recovery system. The photovoltaic array is thus a constituent part of the thermal absorber
assembly [19] potentially leading to a substantial increase in the overall efficiency of the
collector.

Model calculations performed in the 1990’s gave the range of the total

combined efficiency to be between 60-80% for a hybrid collector [20].
The improved yield of the hybrid collector was experimentally demonstrated in the
Netherlands by Zondag et al. [21]. In their study, solar thermal and photovoltaic
collectors each of 1 m2 in area were found to produce 520 kWh and 72 kWh of energy
respectively in annual yield. A PVT collector 2m2 in total area on the other hand was
found to yield 720 kWh of thermal energy and 144 kWh of electrical energy, an
approximate increase of 44%. These results were further supported in follow-up work by
the same group [22]. The advantage of yielding more energy per unit area of roofing in
comparison to traditional solar technologies was stated to be particularly relevant to areas
of dense population such as India, China, and Japan [23]. For example, a simulation study
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demonstrated that the PVT collector can reduce the total roofing area by 60% in
comparison to using traditional technology installed side-by-side [24].
A number of design variations currently exist within the PVT family from which two
main categories may be identified: (i) concentrated and (ii) flat plate [25]. As the former
is beyond the scope of this work this review shall focus only on the flat plate collector.
Within this group, collectors can be further classified according to the type of working
fluid used to transport heat away from the photovoltaic (PV) cells. Air and water are the
most common; however, several studies have investigated the use of refrigerants coupled
with heat pumps [26-31]. Furthermore a special variant of the PVT collector, the building
integrated PVT or BIPVT collector will be discussed in detail given its particular
relevance to this research project. The proceeding sections will review the historical
development of each.

2.1.1

The PVT/air collector

Air that is naturally or forcibly circulated can be used simply and economically to cool
photovoltaic modules. Forced circulation will offer superior cooling over natural
circulation owing to higher rates of convective heat transfer but the additional fan power
will reduce net electricity gain [15]. The low thermal conductivity of air, however, results
in poor heat transfer between the absorber plate and air [32]. Nevertheless several designs
have been proposed to increase the heat transfer coefficient to tackle this issue. These
include multiple pass [33, 34], finned absorber [35, 36], and corrugated-type absorber air
heaters [37].
The effect of multiple-pass air flow for a solar air heater was theoretically investigated by
Garg et al. [33]. The addition of air passes was said to reduce thermal losses from the
collector, thereby increasing total energy collected. Optical losses were reported to
increase with the addition of covers but the thermal gains were found to improve
12
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d in the studyy by Hegazy [34].
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It was shown from this study that Mode I offered the lowest performance while the other
three produced comparable results. Mode III followed by Mode IV and II consumed the
least fan power. The suitability of a selective surface absorber plate was also investigated
and deemed inappropriate due to reduced PV generation especially at low flow rates.
Joshi et al. [39] evaluated the performance of two single pass hybrid PVT/air collectors.
The first PVT/air collector was made with a glass-to-Tedlar® construction and the second
was a glass-to-glass type. All experiments were performed outdoors in New Delhi, India.
It was found that the glass-to-glass collector operated with the highest thermal efficiency.
Thermal efficiency was found to decrease with duct length for both collectors and
increase with an increase in duct air velocity.
Another study by Garg et al. [35] showed the effect of introducing rectangular fins and vgroove corrugation into the absorber of a solar air heater by carrying out an theoretical
analysis. By increasing the heat transfer area of the absorber using fins, the air outlet
temperature was shown to improve.
A black-painted corrugated Aluminium roof was analytically and experimentally
investigated by Choudhury et al. [37] as a low cost air heater for low temperature
applications such as agricultural use. Electrically driven blowers were used to circulate air
in a channel created between the roof and a wooden plate. Collector efficiency
measurements were made for various mass flow rates and channel dimensions. In order to
obtain high temperatures it was found that that a low mass flow rate with long channel
length was necessary. Reducing fin width was found to significantly improve system
performance in their study.
A finned double-pass PVT/air collector was investigated by Yusof Othman et al. [6]
which adopted both the multiple pass and finned approach. In this collector, air entered
through the upper channel formed between the glass cover and a photovoltaic panel
which was directly heated by the sun. The air then entered a lower channel formed
14
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Figure 9 Double
D
pass PVT/air colllector with underside finss [6].
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make substantial reductions in thermal energy consumption based from indoor testing
results. Energy savings of 500 kWh to 1000 kWh per m2 per year were claimed.
So far this survey has only covered roof-mounted collectors but a novel PVT/air collector
in the form of a wallboard has been developed and tested by Nagano et al. [42]. This
novel collector was developed in response to the issue of snow build-up on collectors in
the cold climate of Hokkaido, Japan. A vertical wall board would not accumulate snow
and would function throughout the year. Photovoltaic panels orientated at 80 degrees
(relative to the ground) were arranged with a rear air channel where air was circulated
using fans. Various configurations were investigated including the fabrication of
collectors with amorphous silicon PV and polycrystalline cells and with/without glazing.
Thermal efficiencies varied between 20.2 and 22.3% for unglazed collectors and 29.2%
and 36.9% for glazed ones. Amorphous silicon cells were found to be unsuitable on
account of their low conversion efficiency as the area of the south facing wall of a typical
Japanese house would be insufficient to provide the electricity needed.
The disadvantages of the PVT/air collector, however, are the low heat transfer rates due
to the low heat capacity and thermal conductivity values of air. Tripanagnostopoulos et al.
[40] carried out an extensive comparative study on a combination of PVT collector
designs including the use of glazing and air and water as the working fluid. Their study
showed that thermal output was improved by up to 30% with the introduction of glazing
albeit at the cost of photovoltaic yield. Photovoltaic conversion efficiency was reduced by
16% due to reflection loss introduced by glazing and the elevated working temperature of
the photovoltaic cells. Based on these results the authors recommended that glazing be
used for applications favouring thermal output. However, by installing low cost booster
diffuse reflectors, photovoltaic losses were completely recovered compared with the
glazed PVT collector.
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Furthermore Kalogirou and Tripanagnostopoulos [43] mentioned that air-type PVT
collectors are not suited for applications in medium and high latitude countries due to the
low ambient temperatures which limit their implementation. Consequently a significant
number of studies have been carried out in the development of the PVT/water collector.

2.1.2

The PVT/water collector

The transport properties of water make it better suited for heat exchange applications
based on its higher thermal capacity [44]. Furthermore, water is convenient due to its
infrared absorption characteristics which could be exploited when coupled with a PV cell
of complimentary spectral response [45]. At present the most popular design resembles
the traditional solar thermal collector which utilises the fin and tube approach; however,
several other approaches have also been investigated.

In one study, a PVT collector was built by simply laminating photovoltaic cells directly
onto the aluminium absorber of a conventional solar thermal collector [46]. The objective
of this analysis was to compare the total energy yield of a thermo-electric generator
(TEG) and a hybrid PVT collector. The PVT collector of 2.1 m2 in aperture area was
found to operate with a total efficiency of 73.6% at zero reduced temperature. A similar
value was reported by Tripanagnostopoulos et al. for a flat plate collector built and tested
in Greece [40]. In the study by Tripanagnostopoulos et al., however, the PV panel was
mechanically pressed onto the top of the heat exchanger raising the issue of thermal
contact resistance with air trapped between the PV panel and absorber. A similar method
of coupling the PV panel to the absorber was also reported in another study [47]. A
significant improvement in yield was more recently reported by a German group which
fabricated a glazed PVT collector by directly laminating single crystalline cells onto an
optimised absorber, thus minimising contact resistance [48]. Indoor testing of the
collector revealed a combined thermal/photovoltaic conversion efficiency of nearly 88%.
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w evaporation temperatu
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Figure 11 PVT
P
configuurations inveestigated by Zondag
Z
et al.. [22].
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results, Zondag et al. made the conclusion that this design is the most promising of the
designs investigated.

Further investigation into the sheet and tube design PVT collector was consequently
carried out by Zondag et al. [53]. A numerical model was developed in order to identify
and quantify the loss mechanisms behind the reduced PV and thermal yield of a PVT
collector in comparison to traditional PV and solar thermal collectors respectively. It was
found that reductions for both PV and thermal losses could be achieved by the application
of anti-reflective coatings and thermal output could be improved by applying a low
emissivity coating to the absorber at the expense of electrical efficiency. Their work
identified the trade-off that exists between the thermal and photovoltaic efficiencies.

The technology discussed so far is similar to conventional solar thermal and photovoltaic
collectors in the sense that they are installed on top of existing building materials (roofs,
walls, etc.). A special branch of PVT collectors known as the building integrated PVT or
BIPVT collector has recently emerged receiving significant attention. Here traditional
building materials are replaced by solar-converting ones.

2.1.3

Building integrated photovoltaic collectors

The energy consumed and the emissions produced by today’s modern buildings are
gaining more attention as a result of growing demand for the implementation of
renewable energy technologies [54]. However one of the challenges facing the
implementation of renewable energy today, particularly solar energy systems, is this issue
of cost. The economics of solar energy systems needs be addressed to see the transfer of
this technology into the market. Studies have been performed which indicate that the PVT
collector is favourable over existing technology based on its improved energy yield [22].
The reduced payback time of a PVT collector in comparison to individual technologies
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(i.e. PV only or solar thermal only) has consequently been demonstrated by a study
conducted in Italy by Frankly et al. [55]. Similarly a study performed in Greece showed
that the payback time of the PVT collector was reduced by 10 and 6 years for monocrystalline (c-Si) and amorphous crystalline (a-Si) modules respectively against the
traditional corresponding photovoltaic systems [56].
Further cost reductions, however, are possible by replacing traditional building materials
with solar energy conversion materials and removing installation and material
redundancies [57]. A number of methods currently exist to incorporate solar technology
into the built environment. The first method is to only integrate the photovoltaic panel
onto roofs and facades [58]. This rapidly growing area is known as building integrated
photovoltaics or BIPV. The second method is to include the characteristics of a traditional
solar thermal collector and manufacture what is called a building integrated thermal or
BIT collector. Finally the BIPVT collector includes aspects from both BIPV and BIT
technologies. Driven by its cost saving potential and architectural uniformity, where even
colour can be varied [10, 22, 59], several studies have been carried out exploring this
technology.
Photovoltaic technology can be integrated into sloped roofs, flat roofs, facades, and
shading devices [54]. By replacing conventional building envelope materials with BIPV
technology, the outer surface serves as a climate screen and also a local source of
electrical energy. The improved economics of the BIPV collector over a standalone
photovoltaic system was demonstrated in one modelling study carried out in India [60].
Supporting the results of Benemann et al. [61], this study provided the details of an
economic analysis comparing these two systems showing the improved economics of the
building integrated system. In addition to its technological advantages, the BIPV collector
offers an aesthetic improvement by providing greater architectural uniformity
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One major concern of integrating photovoltaics into rather than onto the building
envelope, however, is temperature. The negative effect of temperature on photovoltaic
yield will be discussed in detail in a later section; however, it is worth noting that there is
a linear drop in conversion efficiency for crystalline silicon solar cells with increased
temperature. By incorporating PV technology into structures, higher than usual operating
temperatures may result due to the reduced cooling. For example, Davis et al. [62]
predicted operating temperatures greater than 20 oC above the normal operating
temperature of a photovoltaic panel. Taking the mean decay of PV conversion efficiency
to be 0.5% per degree Celsius rise [63], this will lead to an approximate drop of 10% in
PV output compared to normal operation. Similar to the concept behind the PVT
collector, by incorporating ventilation or means to actively recover heat from the BIPV
panel, the negative effect of temperature can be reduced. This principle has led to the
development of the BIPVT collector.
Identifying the potential BIPVT collector to improve the output of a PV system in sunny
and warm climates, Chow et al. [64] carried out a comparative analysis of three designs
for a hotel located in Macau. The first design was to have an air gap behind the PV panel
with open ends to allow natural and wind-induced ventilation of the panel. The second
design included means to recover heat from the panels for hotel use via buoyancy induced
flow. Finally the third design was a standard BIPV system with no ventilation or heat
recovery. Interestingly no significant variation in PV output was calculated from this
numerical study between each of the three designs due to the regulated cool indoor
temperature of the hotel which effectively cooled the PV cells. However space heat gain
through the solar wall was minimised by the PV system with active heat recovery.
Additionally between May and October, approximately 70, 000 MJ of warm air was
generated, according to the simulation, which could be used for water pre-heating use in
the kitchen, etc.
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An additional study by Chow et al. [65] experimentally investigated the performance of a
BIPVT system mounted on a vertical wall coupled with a thermosyphon-type water
cooling system. It was found that the thermal efficiency of the system at zero reduced
temperature was 38.9% and the corresponding photovoltaic conversion efficiency was
only 8.56%. Similar to the results obtained in the previous study [64], one significant
advantage of the building integrated system was the reduced heat gain to the indoor
building environment. Consequently space cooling load was reduced by approximately
50%.

2.2

Analysis of PVT collectors

A significant portion of studies in the area of PVT collectors has been largely based on
simulation work [24, 66-68]. Models may be used to approximate the output of a
collector of various designs operating under different operating conditions making them a
valuable tool for economic assessment. Modelling provides a means to investigate areas
of interest and avoid the high cost and time consumed in setting up an experiment. This
section will discuss the techniques used for the analysis of PVT collectors. The thermal
and electrical aspects of the hybrid collector will be individually addressed.

2.2.1

Heat transfer analysis

The thermal analysis of the PVT collector has typically been adapted from the one
dimensional analysis of the traditional solar thermal collector, due their operational
similarities. However, in order to take into account the effects of the photovoltaic
component Florschuetz [69] in the late 1970’s proposed an extension to the original
procedure developed by Hottel and Woertz [70], Whillier [71], and Hottel and Whillier
[72]. The collector analysed by Florschuetz shown in Figure 12 is a typical single glazed
sheet and tube collector with photovoltaic cells adhered to the absorber plate.
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Temperature distribution in the direction of x for a traditional solar thermal collector
operating under steady state conditions is calculated by solving the following second
order ordinary differential equation:

d 2T
1

U L (T  Ta )  S 
2
dx
k

(1)

Where k is the thermal conductivity of the absorber, δ is the absorber thickness, UL is the
overall heat loss coefficient (W/m K), T is the local absorber temperature, and Ta is the
ambient temperature. To take into account the electrical efficiency of the solar cell and its
linear drop in conversion efficiency with temperature [73], Florschuetz replaced UL and S
shown in Eq. (1) with modified expressions Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) respectively to give Eq.
(4).
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Where ηref is the photovoltaic conversion efficiency of the cell at reference conditions, ref
is the temperature decay coefficient, and ηa is the photovoltaic conversion efficiency of
the cell at ambient temperature. The one dimensional thermal analysis of solar collectors
has been used extensively due to its simplicity and low computational burden in order to
investigate a number of design issues.
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shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 was described by the authors to be a result of a the
variation in pressure along the manifold.
A mathematical model was developed in the study by Datta and Majumdar [77] in order
to investigate the variation in pressure along the manifolds for a header/riser network
operating under both parallel and reverse flow. Their analysis revealed that flow
distribution was dependent on three parameters;
a)

The ratio of total port areas to header area (AR = nd2/D2).

b)

The friction parameter (F = 4f LD/nd2).

c)

The discharge coefficient (Cd) for lateral flows.

Where n is the number of risers or lateral branches, d is the riser diameter, D is the header
diameter, f is the friction factor, and L is the header length.
Based on a parametric study of the first two parameters Datta and Majumdar made the
following conclusions:

a)

The relative variation in lateral flow distribution increases with the ratio of total
port areas to header area.

b)

Reverse flow in the manifold resulted in the most uniform flow distribution in
comparison to parallel flow.

c)

In parallel and reverse flow manifolds, maximum branch flow occurs through the
last and first ports respectively.
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Figure 13 Diagram
D
of a header/riserr array under parallel flow
w [77].

Figure 14
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der reverse fllow.
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r
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obtained from his fluid analysis, he then plotted the absorber temperature in two spatial
co-ordinates demonstrating the large variation obtained due to the non-uniform flow.
Consequently a degradation of thermal efficiency between 2-20% was calculated from the
analysis when compared to the calculations performed when assuming uniform flow.
Based on the results of his study, Chiou concluded that the effects of flow distribution
should not be ignored in the analysis of solar thermal collectors.

As opposed to the study of Chiou [76] which was based on numerical simulations, Wang
and Wu [81] carried out a combined numerical and experimental study. Their study
examined the flow and temperature distribution for an array of ten solar thermal
collectors each consisting of 16 risers, giving a total of 160 risers. Additionally, the
direction of flow travelling within the inlet and discharge manifolds was varied between
parallel and reverse flow. The pattern of flow through each of the arrays was found to be
different for parallel and reverse flow directions unlike the results of Datta and Majumdar
[77] who reported similar variations in flow for both configurations. For the case of
parallel flow, central risers received little flow, while outer risers operated under high
flow rates. Consequently a temperature disparity of approximately 30 degrees Celsius
was obtained between the two regions. For the case of reverse flow however, only risers
closest to the inlet/discharge ports registered significant flow with riser flow rates
progressively diminishing. Average thermal efficiencies from each of the arrays were
found to be 58.5% and 44.5% for the parallel and reverse flow arrays respectively. From
these results it was concluded that reverse flow in the manifold should be avoided. Again,
these results contradict the results of Datta and Majumdar [77] which reported that flow
distribution was improved with reverse flow in the manifolds.
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In addition to the direction of flow in the manifolds, Jones and Lior [82] demonstrated
that other factors will similarly influence the quality of flow distribution. By means of a
numerical model, the following geometrical factors were varied;

(i)

Ratio of the manifold pipe to fluid riser diameter,

(ii)

Number of fluid risers, and

(iii)

The length of fluid risers.

Their results revealed that the ratio of manifold to riser pipe diameter was the most
influential on flow uniformity. Furthermore, by reducing the length of the risers and
increasing the number of risers, flow quality was found to diminish. Their study indicates
that the shape of the array will have an impact on the flow distribution within a solar
array.

Acknowledging the multi-dimensional and transient nature of the solar thermal collector,
a numerical model based on the finite volume approach was developed in Spain [83]. One
of the objectives of their study was to examine the effect of mal-distribution of coolant
flow. Figure 15 displays the results of a computational analysis performed for the
absorber temperature operating under uniform and non-inform flow. For the case of
uniform flow, riser outlet temperatures for each tube did not differ by more than 0.4 oC
while for non-uniform flow a difference of over 20 oC was obtained. Their study
highlighted the difference between the simplified modelling approach and what can
actually be expected from a solar thermal collector.
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which capturres the
non-linear behaviour off a photovolttaic system would
w
need to
o be developped.
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2.2.3

Ma
athematical modellingg of photovoltaic cell

The comm
mon approach
h in evaluatinng the electrical perform
mance of a phhotovoltaic system
is based uppon the abilitty to describee the currentt-voltage (I-V
V) characteriistic for the device
d
under studyy. The curren
nt-voltage chharacteristicss are useful in examiningg the perform
mance
of the cell under variou
us operating conditions and
a characteeristics. Seveeral techniqu
ues are
generally used
u
to ach
hieve this; however, th
he lumped parameter aapproach is most
commonly employed [8
85]. The twoo most popular variants of
o this approoach are the single
and doublee diode modeels.

The singlee diode mod
del describess the behav
viour of a solar
s
cell ussing the mo
odified
Shockley diode
d
equatio
on which inccorporates a diode quality factor (n) to account for
f the
recombinattion in the space charge region. Thee double diode model sim
imulates the space
charge recoombination effect
e
by inccorporating a separate cu
urrent compoonent with its own
exponentiaal voltage dependence. Itt is stated in
n another stu
udy [86] thatt the double diode
model is able
a
to betteer approximaate the behaaviour of a solar cell aat lower levels of
illuminatioon. Howeverr the doublle diode model
m
requirres the evaaluation of seven
parameters which can be
b difficult tto carry out. The single diode
d
model on the otherr hand
requires thhe evaluation
n of only fivve parameterrs. It has beeen stated thaat it offers a good
balance beetween simp
plicity and accuracy [8
87], has beeen shown to adequateely fit
experimenttal data at sttandard test conditions (STC)
(
[88] and
a has thereefore been widely
w
used [89, 90].
9 The equivalent circuiit diagram fo
or this model is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 166 Equivalent circuit diagrram of the sin
ngle diode lu
umped param
meter model [17].
[
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The single diode, five parameter model is represented by Eq. (5) [91].

  V  IRs  
V  IRs
nV
 I 0  e th   1
I  I ph 
Rsh





(5)

Where I is the current (A), V is the voltage (V), Rs and Rsh are the series and shunt
resistances respectively (Ω), Iph is the photogenerated current (A), I0 is the diode
saturation current (A), n is the diode ideality factor, and Vth is the thermal voltage
calculated by Eq. (2).

Vth 

k BT
q

(6)

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38065 x 10-23 J/K), T is the cell junction
temperature (K), and q is the value of electron charge (1.6022 x 10-19 C).
The five parameter model shown by Eq. (5) may be simplified by assuming the shunt
resistance Rsh is infinite, eliminating the second term. This is known as the four parameter
model. As only four parameters are necessary, it can be a fast and simple method to
model a solar cell. This technique has been demonstrated to simulate the behaviour of a
solar cell at conditions similar to STC with high accuracy [92]. A comparative study,
however, revealed that over the full range of operating conditions, the five parameter
model offered superior accuracy over the four parameter model [90]. Several studies have
therefore adopted the five parameter approach [93-95].

Modelling accuracy is, however, not only dependent on the type of model used, but also
in the accurate calculation of the five modelling parameters required by Eq. (5) [91, 96,
97].
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Examination of Eq. (5) shows that current is a nonlinear implicit function of both current
and voltage and must therefore be solved numerically for each voltage point along the I-V
curve (i.e. from 0 to open circuit voltage). This can be computationally burdensome
especially when analysing large systems operating under high voltages. An alternative to
Eq. (5) has therefore been proposed which models the current equation as an explicit
function of voltage using the Lambert W-function [98, 99].

 Rsh ( Rs I ph  Rs I 0 V ) 


 

 
R
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nVth ( Rs  Rsh )
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 nVth
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R

R
)
th
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I 
Rs  Rsh
Rs
Rs  Rsh

(7)

The Lambert W-function originated from the work of J.H. Lambert [100] and is defined
by the solution of the equation We(W) = x. Although it is not often used in the modelling of
electronic components, its properties have been well documented [101]. By using the
Lambert W-function, the transcendental nature of Eq. (1) is transformed into explicit
equation Eq. (7) which is a more computationally efficient method of calculating current.
This is a particularly useful feature when analysing systems operating under mismatching
and heterogeneous conditions such as partial shading [102, 103].

The current-voltage behaviour of a solar cell is heavily dependent on the parameter values
such as Rs, Rsh, and n found in Eq. (7) [104]. Their effect on the I-V curve and modelling
accuracy is discussed in the proceeding section.
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2.2.3.1 Effect of Rs, Rsh, and n on solar cell behaviour
The performance characteristics of a typical solar cell will deviate from that of an ideal
cell due to a number of factors. Two dominant factors are the series (Rs) and shunt
resistances (Rsh). These resistances shown in Figure 16 are the electrical representations
of energy losses within the solar cell. Each loss resistance value embodies losses due to
several mechanisms.

The value of series resistance is determined by a number of factors including the bulk
resistance of the semiconductor material, the metallic contacts and interconnections,
carrier transport through the top diffused layer, and contact resistance between the
metallic contacts and semiconductor [105]. One study has demonstrated that daily
thermal cycling of the modules installed outdoors will also result in a gradual rise in
series resistance [106]. This phenomenon is particularly relevant to PVT collectors. By
increasing the series resistance a reduction in the cell’s voltage output was obtained
reducing both the fill factor and power output. The fill factor is a measure of the ‘squareness’ of the IV curve (refer to Figure 17), mathematically defined by the quotient
ImpVmp/IscVoc. Ideally the fill factor of a solar cell should be equal to one, however in
reality this is difficult to obtain. By increasing the series resistance value from 0.05 to 0.5
ohms, the maximum power output (Pmax) was reduced by over 60% highlighting the
detrimental impact of series resistance on the photovoltaic output of a silicon solar cell.
The effect of increasing the series resistance on the I-V relationship is shown in Figure
17.
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Figure 17 The
T effect of increasing the series reesistance (Rs) on the currrent-voltage curve
of a PV celll [106].

nce the shun
unt resistancee, Rsh,
In additionn to the lossses introduceed by the series resistan
represents losses
l
that arre due to parrallel high-co
onductivity paths
p
across tthe p-n juncttion or
on the cell edges [106]]. These are caused by crystal
c
damaage and impuurities in and
d near
the junction. The preseence of a shhunt path ressults in a shu
unt current w
which reduces the
current flow
w to the load [106]. By reducing thee shunt resisstance the cuurrent delivered to
the load is reduced as a result of an increase in
n the shunt current.
c
The overall effecct is a
decrease off both fill faactor and maaximum pow
wer yield [107
7]. The influuence of the shunt
resistance on
o the I-V reelationship iss shown in Fiigure 18.
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Figure 18 Effect
E
of varrying shunt rresistance (R
Rsh) on the cu
urrent-voltagge curve a PV
V cell
[106].
Figure 17 and
a Figure 18
1 demonstra
rate the stron
ng influence the resistancce values haave on
the current-voltage relaationship. Thherefore for accurate
a
mod
delling of phootovoltaic sy
ystems
it is necessary to determ
mine their vaalues for the system
s
underr analysis.

A number of methods have been iidentified to determine the
t values off series and shunt
resistance. A review of
o approximaately twenty
y methods by
b Bashahu and Habyarimana
[108] classified the metthods under tthe following
g groups:

i)

Exxperimental conditions.
c

ii)

Nuumber of diod
des to modell the solar ceell (single or double).

iii)

Othher assumptiions (e.g. Coonstant idealiity factor, inffinite/finite sshunt resistan
nce).

iv)

Thhe simultaneo
ous calculatioon of other parameters
p
viia numerical methods
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Experimental work has been carried out previously while the cell is either illuminated or
in the dark. Although simple to carry out, carrying out a test in the dark will not provide
realistic values due to the unrealistic operating conditions [108].

More recently Villalva et al. [91] proposed a method to calculate the resistance values by
using data provided by the manufacturer. The primary advantage of this method is that no
experimental work is needed. Their iterative procedure is based on the premise that a
single combination of Rs and Rsh exists which will allow the mathematical model output
to equal the experimentally obtained data published by the manufacturer. By first setting
Rs to zero, an equation was produced for calculating the corresponding value of Rsh. The
paired values for Rs and Rsh are then used in an equation to determine the value of Pmax.
This value is compared to the data published by the manufacturer. If a mismatch exists,
the value for Rs is incremented and the value for Rsh re-calculated and the process
repeated until this disparity is minimised. An issue with this method, however, is that the
diode ideality constant was arbitrarily chosen and no method was provided for its
calculation.

Similar to the method of Villalva et al., Carrero et al. [96] also justified the calculation of
series and shunt resistance at maximum power point based on the assumption a
photovoltaic system will operate while coupled with a maximum power point tracker
(MPPT). The method proposed by Carrero is simple to implement and fast to carry out
requiring only several iterations. Again however, the authors assumed the diode constant
is uniform and equal to unity. The influence of the diode constant on the resistance
values was not considered.
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In addition to these inherent characteristics of a solar cell, the behaviour of a solar cell is
highly dependent on its environment. Temperature will have an effect on the currentvoltage curves similar to the parameters just discussed.
2.2.3.2 The effect of temperature on PV output
The electrical conversion efficiency of a typical solar cell lies in the range of 5 - 20%
[16]. Theoretically, the remainder of the incidental radiation minus reflection losses is
sunk into the cell as heat [15] increasing the operating temperature of the cell. An
increase in operating temperature of the cell junction has been demonstrated by a number
of studies to result in a reduction of cell performance [109-115]. Several parameters are
affected by temperature [116], but the net effects are the changes which occur to the short
circuit current (Isc), and open circuit voltage (Voc).

The increase in short circuit current is a direct result of the reduction in bandgap, Eg. The
bandgap has been shown to be a function of temperature defined by Eq. (8) [116].

Eg (T )  Eg (300 K ) 

dEg
dT

T  300 K 

(8)

For the case of silicon the decay of bandgap with temperature has been reported to be -2.3
x 10-4 eV/K [117].

The reduction in bandgap with rising temperature allows the absorption of additional
photons which can penetrate the material, generate charge carriers and subsequently
increase the short circuit current. The change, however, is marginal [4], e.g. for Silicon
solar cells [105],
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1 dI sc
 0.0006C 1
I sc dT

(9)

The significant effect of temperature rise is the reduction in open circuit voltage (Voc).
The additional thermally generated electrons in the conductivity band and holes in the
valence band cause an increase in the reverse saturation current thus reducing open circuit
voltage. The decay of open circuit voltage is given by Eq. (10) below [116]:

( Eg 0 / q)  Voc (Tref ) 3kB
dVoc


dT
Tref
q

(10)

Substituting Tref = 300 K, Voc(Tref) = 0.55 V, and Eg0 = 1.12 eV values for a typical silicon
solar cell, the derivative of open circuit voltage with temperature is calculated to be
approximately -2.3 mV/K [116].

The combined effect of a marginal increase in short circuit current and a linear drop in
open circuit voltage is an overall drop in power and conversion efficiency. The traditional
linear drop in conversion efficiency is given by Eq. (11) [73].

 c  T 1   ref (Tc  Tref ) 
ref

(11)

Where ηTref and ref are values typically provided by the manufacturer. An extensive
review of power and efficiency correlations is provided in other work [118]. Additionally
methods to approximate the operating temperature of the photovoltaic panel have been
reviewed by the same author [119].
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The negative influence of temperature on the performance of photovoltaic devices has
been a principal cause for research into the development of the hybrid photovoltaic
collector [4, 14, 15, 21, 22, 40, 120, 121]. However as discussed in section 2.3.2, the
distribution of coolant will lead to a non-homogeneous array operating temperature. With
each cell operating at different temperatures, losses in photovoltaic output will arise due
to the issue of mismatching. This area will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.3.3 Photovoltaic mismatch losses
Various studies have revealed that the total yield of an array is less than the summation of
each cell’s individual output [122]. This reduction in power output, often referred to as
mismatch loss (or relative power loss, RPL [123]) occurs due to differences in the
current-voltage characteristics of the constituent cells which form the series/parallel
connected PV array [124]. As it is highly improbable that a module/array with cells
identical in electrical characteristics will be manufactured; some degree of mismatch loss
is to be expected in any practical installation. To minimise mismatch losses, classification
and sorting of PV cells used to assemble a module with cells of similar characteristics is
generally carried out by PV manufacturers. The importance of this manufacturing step
was demonstrated in a study which found that mismatch losses could be reduced from
11.2% to 6.1% through appropriate sorting and matching techniques [125]. Originally
sorting was done based on the short circuit current of the cell; however, the work by Saha
and Bhattacharya [124] argued that the sorting of the photovoltaic cells should be carried
out based on the peak-power current (Imp) and fill factor (FF). In addition to the variations
in electrical characteristics which arise from the manufacture of PV cells, differences will
also arise from shading and cell damage [126, 127], and even from cell aging [128].

The issue of shading, where cells of a PV array are not equally illuminated has been
researched extensively [129-132]. Despite the current output from a solar cell being
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linearly proportional to the amount of incidental radiation, array losses due to partial
shading have been shown to increase non-linearly [133, 134]. Several methods have been
investigated to decrease the effects of mismatch losses including the integration of bypass
diodes, series/paralleling of cells within modules, and adjusting the shunt resistance of the
solar cell.

Discrete bypass diodes are often connected across cells or cell substrings to become
forward-biased in the event of mismatch to prevent current limiting [135]. By doing so,
power losses due to mismatches are reduced and the maximum power lost in any cell is
limited to the power generated by the bypassed cells, thus avoiding hot spot formation
[136-138]. Ideally a bypass diode should be installed across each cell; however. this is
uneconomical and increases the time and complexity of the module fabrication process.
Research into an integrated bypass diode within the cell structure has thus been carried
out by the University of New South Wales to overcome these limitations [139-141]. By
integrating the diodes, costs can potentially be reduced and module fabrication can be
simplified. Roche et al. [142] performed an investigation to compare the performance of
two arrays with 64 series-connected cells under shading. One array was fitted with
integral bypass diodes (IBDs) and the other was not. The study involved varying the
shading of a single cell, multiple columns and multiple rows of the array. It was found
that IBDs offered the greatest protection in the case of a single cell being shaded. The
disadvantage with the bypass diode however is the additional cost and the marginal
reduction in power output as a result of the diode integration. Green [139] estimates the
additional cost of the IBD to be less than 5% of the total cell cost. The loss of active cell
area with the integration of the diodes results in a power loss of less than 3% but this
figure could be reduced with larger cell structures [139, 141].
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There is pootential to reeduce the cuurrent limitin
ng effects off a low outpput cell in a series
string by connecting cells in pparallel, theereby minim
mising mism
match lossess and
maintainingg array pow
wer output.. Roche et al. [142] reported thhat by increeasing
redundancyy within the series/paralllel circuit; th
he array fill factor
f
and shhort circuit current
can also bee improved (ssee Figure 1 9). It was staated in this study that thee energy benefit of
series-paralleling is dep
pendent on thhe degree off mismatch and
a the expeccted prevalen
nce of
open circuiit defects. Im
mplementatioon of series-p
paralleling has
h been show
wn to compeensate
the effects of the smalll variations iin cell outpu
ut which arisse from cell manufacturiing by
improving performancee between 1--3% [143]. In the same study
s
it was shown that arrays
subject to partial
p
shadin
ng reported iimprovemen
nts of greaterr than 10%, aand in some cases
greater thann 50%.

ments, showin
ng the
Figure 19 Current volttage curves for a number of PV ceell arrangeme
effect of reedundancy an
nd how an aarray I-V currve can be determined frrom its consttituent
componentts [142].

Increasing parallelism in the array has been sh
hown to redu
uce the effeccts of open-ccircuit
defects, buut has also been
b
shown to increase the severity of short-circ
rcuit defects. Both
effects muust be consid
dered when designing laarge arrays as
a the expeccted rates off both
defects aree similar in magnitude [[144]. A stu
udy by Gosss [145] show
wed that opttimum
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levels of series/paralleling exist that minimise both open and short circuit defects.
Generally, however, losses due to open circuit defects are likely to exceed short circuit
defect losses given the predominance of series over parallel connections. Another
disadvantage of this method is the reduction in operating voltage and the high currents
produced by the array as a result of paralleling but power conditioning can be employed
to overcome this problem at additional system cost [142].

As previously mentioned the shunt resistance is an inherent characteristic of a solar cell.
Traditionally, shunt resistances are maximised by cell manufacturers in order to increase
the fill factor and power point. However, current limiting, and hence mismatch loss
problems arise as a result of these high shunt resistances when cells are connected in a
series string [137, 138, 146]. A cell with a low shunt resistance is able to pass a higher
current when in reverse bias in comparison to a cell with a higher shunt resistance. Under
certain conditions, this has the effect of reducing power losses. In the study by Roche
[142] where 36 cells were connected in series, the maximum power was obtained by the
array with high shunt resistance under low shading. For the same array, however, power
output rapidly declined with increasing shading levels. A performance gain due to
shading, however, was partially counteracted by the reduced cell performance as a
consequence of the lower shunt resistance. For a cell with a shunt resistance of 10Rsh, the
power loss at zero shading was approximately 5%.

The shunt resistance of a solar cell can be varied during manufacture using a technique
known as edge isolation. The outer edge of a doped wafer is a region of high conductivity
and forms the shunt path across the p-n junction which must be removed to maximise
shunt resistance [147]. By controlling the amount of material used, the value of shunt
resistance can be largely varied. Roche [142] suggested that bin sorting of cells based on
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their shunt resistance before encapssulation may
y be a useful way to prodduce modules with
r
cells.
low shunt resistance

Picault et al.
a [103] inveestigated the effect of thrree different topologies
t
onn mismatch losses
as shown in
i Figure 20
0. The traditi
tional series--parallel (SP), total crosss tied (TCT), and
bridge linkked (BL) topologies weree all investig
gated and com
mpared whille operating under
heterogeneeous illumin
nation. Thee combined
d numericaal and expperimental study
demonstratted the advan
ntage of connnecting the photovoltaic
p
array using tthe TCT topo
ology.
An analysiis of the mismatch lossees for each of the threee configuratiions revealed that
under partiial shading th
he TCT connnection scheeme suffered half the missmatch loss of the
traditional series-paralllel (SP) arraay. These ressults are also
o supported by a more recent
study [148]] which similarly investiggated mismaatch losses fo
or several toppologies.

F
Figure
20 Ph
hotovoltaic toopologies inv
vestigated by
y Picault et aal.[103].
For the casse of buildin
ng integrationn the choicee of topologiies is, howevver, more lim
mited.
Examiningg Figure 1 off the buildingg integrated collector und
der investigaation in this study,
the structuural ribs willl make it ddifficult to wire
w
cells acccording to the TCT an
nd BL
topologies shown in Figure
F
20. T
The series/paarallel (SP) scheme on the other haand is
possible buut will suffer the greatest mismatch lo
oss.
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2.3

Summary

The studies discussed have demonstrated that a photovoltaic cell or a region behaving
differently to the remainder of the array will have some effect on the total array yield.
This has been thoroughly investigated for the case of partial shading as the current output
from a cell is linearly proportional to the incidental radiation. However despite the similar
relationship which exists between temperature and voltage, the effect of heterogeneous
array operating temperature has received limited attention. For a traditional photovoltaic
system it is reasonable to assume a homogeneous operating temperature given the basic
assumption that the array is exposed to uniform sunlight and cooling. But for the case of a
PVT collector a non-homogenous operating temperature is expected due to the nonuniform distribution of coolant flow discussed earlier. In order to investigate this issue
further a mathematical model which approximates the fluid flow, calculates the resultant
absorber temperature, and finally determines the electrical yield of the array under the
heterogeneous operating temperature would be valuable. Additionally, the method for
calculating the values of solar cell modelling parameters could also be improved, since
the existing methods have limitations, including the fact that the effect of varying the
diode constant has not yet been thoroughly investigated.

Therefore, the objectives of this thesis are to:

• Develop a mathematical method to determine the modelling parameters of a
photovoltaic cell with greater accuracy than current methods and experimentally
validate it.
• Develop a model of a PVT collector which considers the combined effects of
fluid flow, heat transfer, and the electrical characteristics of the photovoltaic
system.
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• Investigate and quantify the effect of flow distribution on photovoltaic output of
a PVT collector using the model developed.
• Identify the parameters which will have greatest influence on the distribution of
flow and collector output.
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Chapter 3: Statistical analysis of factors affecting the flow characteristics and
thermal efficiency of a building integrated thermal (BIT) solar collector
Introduction
The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 revealed that several parameters exist which will
influence the quality of flow distribution through a traditional solar thermal collector. As
a result of non-uniform flow through the fluid network, these studies have demonstrated
that an uneven variation in absorber temperature will arise leading to a degradation in
thermal efficiency due to heat losses. Previous studies however, have been limited to the
case of conventional solar thermal collectors which are generally manufactured to fixed
dimensions. In this study however, the building integrated solar collector is under
investigation which is unique in comparison to traditional solar thermal collectors in the
sense that it can be manufactured to various sizing in order to meet the individual
requirements of the customer. As the dimension of the collector fluid array was identified
as a parameter to significantly influence the quality of fluid flow in the previous section,
this unique characteristic of the building integrated solar collector poses a potential
concern. The consequence of non-uniform temperature across the absorber surface as a
result of flow mal-distribution and its effect on photovoltaic performance has not been
adequately investigated for this specific collector type. This investigation is the focus of
this study.

The aim of this chapter is to explore this issue considering the specific traits of the
building integrated PVT collector by identifying the main and interaction effects of
several parameters identified in previous research to have an effect of flow distribution in
a solar collector, and to rank their influence. To achieve this aim, a method to quantify the
flow rates through the fluid network and calculate the resultant absorber temperature has
been developed. As a large number of variations are possible with respect to the geometry
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and operational characteristics of a BIPVT collector, an experimental approach was not
feasible for both economic reasons and time constraints. A computational approach was
therefore applied to approximate fluid flow through the array using commercial finite
element analysis (FEA) software. This approach permitted the exploration of numerous
design variations in a short time frame. A heat transfer analysis was then conducted
which utilised the individual riser flow rates obtained from the fluid analysis. The method
used to determine the fin efficiency of a BIT collector numerically using the finite
difference approach is presented. This was carried out in order to take into account the
irregular geometry of the BIT collector (i.e. in comparison to the classic fin). For each of
the treatment combinations defined in the experiment design, the thermal efficiency was
then found.

The influence of four factors; (i) array geometry, (ii) the ratio of the manifold to fluid
riser pipe diameters, (iii) direction of flow in the manifolds (i.e. parallel or reverse flow),
and (iv) the mass flow rate on the thermal efficiency of a BIT were examined. A two
level full factorial (2k) experiment was designed to identify all main and secondary
interactions among the factors.

An examination of the results was carried out by means of an analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The results of the analysis demonstrated that the collector geometry does in
fact have the greatest impact of the thermal efficiency of a BIT collector. Additionally
this work identified two secondary interactions which will also have an impact of thermal
efficiency at five per cent significance level. The identification of these secondary
interactions has not been previously reported in the literature
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The final goal of this thesis is to examine the effect of flow distribution on the
photovoltaic output of a BIPVT collector. The work presented in this chapter is an
important step to achieve this by first identifying and ranking the factors identified to
influence flow distribution. To determine the photovoltaic output the fluid flow and
operating temperature of the PV array must first be approximated. A method has been
developed in this chapter to quantify the flow distribution and absorber temperature by
means of a computational analysis. Furthermore the fin efficiency of the BIT collector of
non-classical geometry was approximated using the finite difference method with greater
accuracy over the traditional analytical analysis of a rectangular fin.

This paper is currently under review with the journal of International Journal of Heat and
Fluid Flow.
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Abstract
Previous research has identified four factors (array geometry, manifold to riser channel
ratio, flow direction in manifold, and the mass flow rate) which will influence the
distribution of coolant flow within a solar thermal collector. In this study, a two level full
factorial (2k) experiment was designed in order to statistically rank their impact and also
to identify any significant interactions between these factors. The thermal efficiency of
the array, calculated by means of a fluid and heat transfer analysis was taken to be the
experiment response. During the heat transfer analysis we approximated the fin efficiency
of a BIT collector using the finite difference method which considered the heat losses
through the structural ribs of the collector. A statistical analysis of the results revealed
that all four main effects had a statistical influence on thermal efficiency of the array at 5
per cent significance level. The main effects ranked from highest to lowest in impact
were found to be; geometry, manifold to riser fluid channel diameter, mass flow rate, and
the direction of flow in the manifolds. Additionally, two secondary interactions were
found to have a statistical influence on the experiment response; the array geometry and
the direction of flow in the manifold followed by the array geometry and the ratio of
manifold to fluid channel diameter. As the geometry of the BIT collector will vary from
customer to customer due to its custom nature, these results indicate that the design of a
BIT system should consider the effects of flow distribution. Finally, our numerical
analysis of the fin efficiency revealed an approximate 5% drop due to additional heat
losses through the structural ribs.
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3.0

Introduction

Conversion of solar energy is an attractive alternative to the use of fossil fuels. By
harnessing the essentially inexhaustible supply of energy from the sun, we are able to
reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and consequently the production of harmful carbon
emissions. In addition to growing environmental concerns, seeking alternatives to oil, the
supply of which is forecast to diminish significantly in the near future is also of interest to
national security. Countries such as China, India, UK, and the USA are all net importers
of energy and are heavily dependent on fuel imports [149]. Consequently, global effort is
searching for means to enhance this field from both a technological and economic
perspective.

A number of methods currently exist in order to convert solar radiation into useful forms
of energy such as heat and electricity. In this work, however, we are only concerned with
the conversion of solar energy into thermal energy. Solar thermal technology has an
extensive history where it has been primarily used for hot water and space heating
applications. As hot water heating represents a significant portion of the typical
household’s electricity consumption, the implementation of solar thermal collectors saw
double digit annual growth in Australia and New Zealand over the 2008/2009 period
[150]. Further adoption of this technology can be expected by reducing the cost of the
system.

A low-cost building integrated type solar thermal collector (Figure 1) henceforth referred
to as a BIT collector is currently under development at the University of Waikato. Cost
reductions with this collector type are achieved by replacing standard building
components with solar conversion materials thereby reducing both material and
installation redundancies [57]. The unglazed BIT collector is suitable for various low
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wever in this work
makes the assumption that
t flow witthin each of the fluid riseers is uniform
m. Several studies
have shownn this is not the
t case for ppractical insttallations.

Figure 21
2 Drawing of
o BIT conceept collector under develo
opment at thhe University
y of
Waikatto.

n
stu
udy was carrried out to in
nvestigate th
he effect of non-uniform
m flow
An early numerical
within a soolar thermal collector [880]. Sixteen artificially assumed
a
moddels were ussed to
demonstratte the correlaation betweeen the deteriioration of th
hermal perfoormance and
d flow
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uniformity. It was found in this study that the thermal efficiency deteriorated between 2
and 20 per cent for the flow scenarios investigated.
Another study also showed that the thermal performance of an array of solar thermal
collectors will be influenced by distribution of coolant flow [81]. A combined numerical
and experimental study was performed on the array of 10 series connected solar thermal
collectors operating under parallel and reverse flow in the manifolds. For the case of
parallel flow, fluid channel flow rates were found to be greatest near the inlet and outlet
ports with little flow registered by the central risers. Consequently collectors near the
inlet and outlet ports were substantially cooler than collectors located about the array
centre. The pattern of flow distribution was different for the case of reverse flow in the
manifolds. For this scenario, it was found that flow was greatest for fluid risers near the
inlet/outlet port with a non-linear drop for the proceeding fluid risers. Such a flow pattern
meant that the first few collectors operated substantially cooler than the remaining array.
Similar results were obtained by the authors in an earlier study [153]. As the array
operating under parallel flow was determined to operate with an average thermal
efficiency 15% higher than the array operating under reverse flow, the authors
recommended avoiding this fluid scheme.

In addition to the direction of flow in the manifolds examined in the previous study Jones
and Lior [82] examined other parameters and their effect on flow distribution. In their
numerical study, the ratio of the manifold and fluid riser diameters, the number of risers,
and the length of the risers were identified to have a significant influence on the flow
distribution. Flow distribution was found to worsen if the ratio of the manifold to riser
diameters and the riser length reduced and the number of fluid risers increased.
Research conducted so far into the effect of flow distribution has been largely limited to
traditional solar thermal technology. In this study we investigate this issue further by
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examining the effects of array geometry, the manifold to riser diameter ratio, direction of
flow in the manifold, and the mass flow rate on a BIT collector. A numerical approach is
outlined in the proceeding sections where the fluid channels flow rates are quantified by
carrying out a fluid analysis in a commercial FEA software package Autodesk Simulation
Multi-physics®. In order to rank their severity and also to identify the presence of any
interaction between main effects, a statistical analysis was performed on the results.

3.1

Method

An overview of the experimental method is provided in Figure 22. Details of the full
factorial experiment design shall first be discussed in detail in section 3.2. For each of the
treatment combinations (TC’s) defined in our experiment design, a numerical fluid
analysis was performed using a commercial finite element analysis (FEA) software
package. This step was performed in order to quantify the flow rate for each fluid channel
of the BIT array. With each fluid channel flow rate calculated, the thermal efficiency for
each module of the BIT array was determined via the heat transfer analysis outlined in
section 2.3. In this section we also provide detailed steps in the numerical approximation
of the BIT fin efficiency using the finite difference method which takes into consideration
the unique design of BIT collector.
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Figure 22 Overview of experiment method.

3.2

Experiment design

A two level full factorial (2k) experiment was conducted so that the main and interaction
effects of the four factors discussed in Section 1.0 could be identified. This experimental
design was chosen in order to characterise all the variables under consideration including
higher order interactions [154]. One major limitation of the full factorial experiment is
that the size of the experiment is a function of the number of factors being considered.
However, as we are interested only in four factors (discussed in the previous section), the
total number of experiments is acceptable. Indeed it is stated elsewhere that a 2k
experiment is suitable when the number of factors is less than or equal to four [155].
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Designatedd labels and levels
l
for eacch of the facctors investig
gated are sum
mmarised in Table
1.
Table 1 Expperiment factors and theirr levels.
Factoor

Labels

Low level

Higgh level

Maniffold/Riser rattio

A

1

4

Arrayy geometry

B

24

6

Directtion of flow in manifold

C

Reverse

Paraallel

Mass flow rate

D

0.0075 kg s-1 m2

0.0115 kg s-1 m2

v
betweeen a low aand high lev
vel of
For Factorr A, the maanifold/riser ratio was varied
Φmanifold/Φriiser = 1 and Φmanifold/Φrisser = 4 respeectively. A ratio
r
of 1 w
was considereed the
lowest leveel by the auth
hors, while a ratio of fou
ur was choseen to strike a practical baalance
between coost and perfo
ormance. Chharacteristics of both low
w and high leevels are giv
ven by
Figure 23.

n low and hig
gh levels forr Factor A.
Figgure 23 Physsical compariison between

For Factor B, Array geeometry wass varied whille maintainin
ng a constannt absorber area
a
of
3.6 m2. The array shape was adjustted by varyin
ng the numb
ber and lengtth of BIT mo
odules
altering thee aspect ratio
o of the BIT array. For th
he low level term,
t
the arra
ray consisted
d of 24
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BIT modulles of length (Labs) equal to 1 m. For the high lev
vel term, the array consissted of
only six moodules of Labbs = 4 m in leength. A sidee-by-side com
mparison of eeach of the Arrays
A
is presentedd in Figure 24.
2

Figure 24 Side-by-sidee comparisonn of the two array geometries investtigated (Factor B).
The low levvel array con
nsists of 24 B
BIT moduless 1m in lengtth while the high level arrray is
made up off 6 modules 4m
4 in lengthh. Both arrayss are 3.6 m2 in area.

The directiion of flow in relation to the inlett/discharge manifolds
m
ass discussed in the
previous seection will have
h
an effecct on the flo
ow distribution within thhe array. Facctor C
therefore is
i varied beetween reverrse and parrallel flow for
f the low
w and high levels
respectivelyy.

Finally the mass flow rate,
r
Factor D is varied att the low level of m = 0.00075 kg s-1 m2 and
at the high level of m = 0.015 kg s-11 m2.
The 2k facttorial experim
ment carried out was bassed on four factors
f
(i.e. k = 4), provid
ding a
total of 166 treatment combinations
c
s. For each treatment
t
co
ombination, tthe correspo
onding
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factor levels are given in Table 2. The proceeding sections will discuss the method
employed to computationally calculate the response of the system (ηth).

Table 2 Coded design matrix of experiment providing details of each of the 16 treatment
combinations investigated.

3.3

TC

A

B

C

D

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

2

1

-1

-1

-1

3

-1

1

-1

-1

4

1

1

-1

-1

5

-1

-1

1

-1

6

1

-1

1

-1

7

-1

1

1

-1

8

1

1

1

-1

9

-1

-1

-1

1

10

1

-1

-1

1

11

-1

1

-1

1

12

1

1

-1

1

13

-1

-1

1

1

14

1

-1

1

1

15

-1

1

1

1

16

1

1

1

1

Fluid Analysis

A 2D planar analysis was performed using Autodesk Simulation Multi-physics to
calculate the fluid velocities through each of the fluid channels of the BIT array. For our
investigation, water was assumed to be the heat exchange fluid being actively circulated
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through the BIT array. As the water is being pumped through the collector, the effects of
buoyancy were therefore neglected.

Modelling only the fluid network, the mesh was generated automatically using four node
quadrilateral elements operating under the Newtonian viscosity model. Two boundary
conditions were specified for our simulation; a surface prescribed velocity at the inlet port
of the fluid array which dictated the mass flow rate, and a free surface prescribed at the
outlet port face (refer to Error! Reference source not found.). Fluid velocity, V at the
inlet port was calculated using Eq. (12).
m   AV

(12)

Where m is the desired mass flow rate (Factor D), A is the manifold area (m2), and ρ is the
density of water (kg/m3).
The location of the outlet port for the array under study (Figure 25) was dependent on
whether parallel or reverse flow direction was being analysed as directed by Table 2.

Figure 25 Diagram depicting the difference in flow connections of a header riser flow
network for a parallel flow array (left) and a reverse flow array (right) [153].
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Sixteen fluid simulations were conducted according to the treatment combinations listed
in Table 2. For each simulation the fluid channel flow rates were taken and used for the
heat transfer analysis.

3.4

Heat transfer analysis

Each treatment factor investigated in the previous section will result in a unique variation
in absorber temperature due to the corresponding variation in fluid flow. The aim of our
heat transfer analysis is to determine the thermal efficiency of each module in the BIT
array followed by the calculation of the mean module thermal efficiency for each
treatment factor. The absorber temperature distribution is calculated using Eq. (13) [7].

T ( x, y) 

(Tb ( y)  Ta  S / U L ) cosh mx
 Ta  (S / U L )
cosh m(W  D) / 2
(13)

Where Tb is the bond temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature, S is absorbed radiation
(W/m2), x represents an arbitrary distance perpendicular to fluid flow, W is the distance
between tubes (m), D is the riser tube diameter (m), and UL is the overall heat loss
coefficient of the collector (W/m2 K). The overall heat loss co-efficient for our unglazed
collector was taken to be a constant value of 22 W/m2 K [74] in our study. Variable M is
calculated using Eq. (14).

M 

UL
k

(14)

Where k is the thermal conductivity of the absorber material, and δ is the absorber plate
thickness (m).
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In order to solve Eq. (13), we must first calculate the bond temperature, Tb using Eq. (15)
[7].

Tb ( y ) 



WF ' S  U L (T f ( y )  Ta
h fi Di

T

f

( y)

(15)

Where Tf(y) is the temperature of fluid circulating through the collector, F' is the collector
efficiency factor, and hfi is the convective heat transfer coefficient. The fluid temperature
will vary in the direction of flow and is therefore a function of y (m). The collector
efficiency factor is calculated by [7].

F'

1
UL

1
1 
W


U L D  (W  D ) / F  Di h fi 

(16)

Calculation of the collector efficiency factor requires the fin efficiency value F.
Traditionally this value is determined by carrying out a classical fin analysis on the solar
thermal absorber which is assumed to be a fin of rectangular cross section. Given the
simple geometry of the classic fin, F is calculated by an analytical expression. However
due to the structural ribs required to stiffen the building integrated collector as shown by
Figure 26, such an analysis may lead to non-negligible error. To quantify this variation,
the finite difference method was applied to calculate the temperature distribution and fin
efficiency for a simplified version of the BIT collector under study.

3.4.1

Numerical calculation of fin efficiency

Geometry of the BIT collector for which the temperature distribution is to be calculated is
shown in the bottom of Figure 26. As the collector is made from 2mm thick aluminium, a
one dimensional steady state analysis was deemed sufficient for this investigation (as is
the common practice in assessing fin performance [156]).
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Figure 26 Comparison
n between thhe classical fin
f (top) and
d the simpliffied BIT colllector
designs.

A finite diffference con
ntrol volume analysis waas performed for a nodal network stru
ucture
illustrated in Figure 27
7. The structuure modelled
d contained significantlyy more nodes than
shown in this
t
figure. As
A the BIT ccollector wass taken to bee symmetricaal about a veertical
axis througgh the fluid channel,
c
onlyy half of the geometry was required ffor the simullation.
The red arrrows shown in Figure 5 indicate thee nodes undeer radiation flux and thee node
under convvection heatt transfer (aat the line of
o symmetry
y). As inciddental radiatiion is
assumed too be normal to
t the collecttor, only horrizontal surfaaces were exxposed to rad
diation
in this studdy. Irradiancce, G was takken to be 10
000 W/m2. All
A nodes weere subject to
o heat
loss, qloss.
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Figure 27 Nodal netw
work of thee BIT collector used to
o determinee the tempeerature
distributionn using the finite differeence method
d. Additionallly, all nodees were subject to
heat loss, qloss.
q
The analyssis consists of
o four nodall types; I) no
odes under radiation
r
fluxx, II) nodes under
no radiatioon flux, III) node
n
under convection heat
h
transferr (i.e. node aat fluid riserr), and
IV) adiabattic nodes at structural
s
ribb ends. A con
ntrol volume analysis forr each node type
t
is
presented in the followiing section.

3.4.2

me analysis
Coontrol volum

Proceedingg sections deetail the conttrol volume analysis
a
for the nodes shhown in Figu
ure 27
operating under
u
each seet of boundarry conditionss. Both overaall energy annd finite diffeerence
equations are
a provided..

3.4.2.1 Noode under ra
adiation fluxx
Figure 28 below
b
showss the node (i)) and controll volume (dotted box) of width Δx ex
xposed
to radiationn.

Figure 28 control voluume for a node under incidental radiaation.
A steady sttate energy balance
b
yieldds,

qLHS
L  qRHS  qRAD  qLOSS  0

(17)
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Where qLHSS and qRHS reepresent condduction heatt transfer witth neighbourring nodes, qRAD is
radiation heat
h
transferr to control volume, an
nd qLOSS reprresents heatt loss to am
mbient.
Substituting the relevan
nt approximaate rate equattions (Fourieer’s Law) [1557],

kA
kA
(Ti 1  Ti ) 
(Ti 1  Ti )  S  x  U L  x (Ti  Taa )  0
x
x

(18)

Where S iss the absorbeed radiation ((W/m2) and UL is the ov
verall heat looss of the colllector
coefficient (W/m2 oC).. Procedure to calculatee the overall heat loss ccoefficient will
w be
presented in
i Section 2.2. As the ccollector pan
nel length waas assumed tto be unity in the
direction of fluid flow, the area A oof the control volume perrpendicular tto conduction
n heat
flux was taaken to be eq
qual to the vvalue of fin th
hickness (δ).. Ti represent
nts the tempeerature
of the nodee (and thereffore the conttrol volume), Ta is the am
mbient tempperature, whiile Ti-1
and Ti+1 reppresent the teemperature oof nodes to th
he left and right respectivvely.

o radiation fflux
3.4.2.2 Noode under no
Figure 29 represents a control vollume of the BIT collecto
or under no radiation lo
oading
interacting with neighbouring nodess via conducction and heaat loss to surrroundings.

Figure 29 control
c
volum
me for a nodee under no in
ncidental radi
diation.

A steady sttate energy balance
b
of thee control vollume shown by
b Figure 299 yields,
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qLHS  qRRHS  qLOSS  0
kA
kA
(Ti 1  Ti ) 
(Ti  1  Ti )  U L  x (Ti  Ta )  0
x
x

(19)

(20)

3.4.2.3 Noode under co
onvection heeat transfer
A single noode (as indiccated on the eextreme righ
ht in Figure 27)
2 is subjecct to both rad
diation
and convecctive cooling due to fluuid flow in the riser piipe in additiion to condu
uction
interaction with neigh
hbouring noddes. Figure 30 represen
nts the energgy flow into this
control volume.

Figure 30 control volume for the node under incidental raadiation and convective heat
h
transfeer.

An energy balance of th
he control voolume shown
n by Figure 30
3 yields,

qLHS  qRAD  qLOSS  qFLUUID  0
h D
kA
x
x
( T i  1  Ti ) 
( Ti  T f )  0
S
U L (Ti  Ta )  fi
x
2
2
2

(21)

(22)

Where Tf is the fluid teemperature, D is the riseer pipe diam
meter (m), annd hfi is the forced
f
convectionn heat transfer coefficientt(W/m2 K) caalculated by [156],
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h fi 

N
Nuk
D

(23)

For a circuular tube, thee Nusselt nuumber Nu is independentt of velocityy for laminarr flow
conditions but is depen
ndent on thee thermal bou
undary cond
dition [156]. The value can
c be
taken as eitther 4.36 and
d 3.66 for unniform surfacce heat flux and constantt wall tempeerature
conditions respectively
y [156]. In thhis work we assumed a Nusselt
N
numbber of 4.36. For Tf
= 20oC, thhe thermal co
onductivity value k wass taken to bee 0.6 W/m K [7]. For a pipe
0.01m in diiameter, the heat transferr coefficient hfi was calcu
ulated to be 2260 W/m2 K.

batic bound
dary conditio
ons
3.4.2.4 Noodes at adiab
The ends of
o the roof rib
bs were assuumed to be adiabatic
a
as indicated
i
in FFigure 27. For
F the
control vollume shown in Figure 311, only two energy flows are presennted qLHS and
d qLOSS
representinng conduction
n with its ne ighbouring node
n
and heaat loss to ambbient respecttively.
The energyy balance and
d finite differrence equatio
ons were determined to bbe,

Figu
ure 31 controol volume fo
or the nodes at
a rib ends.

qLHS  qLOSS  0

(24)

kA
A
x
(Ti 1  Ti ) 
U L (Ti  Ta )  0
x
2

(25)
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3.4.2.5 Calculation of the overall heat loss coefficient
In the analysis of solar thermal systems, it is useful to represent heat losses from the
collector to its surroundings using an overall heat loss coefficient UL in order to simplify
the mathematics behind the analysis. The overall heat loss coefficient is the summation of
heat losses experienced from the collector’s top, edges, and bottom surfaces [7].

Given the unique design of the collector under study were it is integrated directly into the
building envelope without a top cover, the procedure for calculating UL will vary
somewhat from that of a traditional solar thermal collector. Anderson et al. [74]
determined the overall heat loss coefficient to be 22 W/m2 K for an unglazed building
integrated PVT collector very similar to the one considered in this study. This value was
obtained considering that the building integrated collector is installed above an air-filled,
triangular, enclosed attic in which the trapped air essentially acted as a layer of insulation.
The value calculated for UL obtained Anderson et al. was used for our study.

3.4.3

Calculation of temperature distribution T(x)

For N nodes, an N number of finite difference equations were developed based on the
control volume analysis discussed in previous sections in order to determine N unknown
temperatures. Finite difference equations presented in sections 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14
were modified to fit the following matrix equation format [158]:
A X=b

(26)

Where A is a sparse-type matrix consisting of the unknown temperature coefficients, X is
the vector of unknown temperatures to be found, and b is a vector of the corresponding
constant terms for each control volume.
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Using Matlab® software, matrix A and vector b were compiled using the finite difference
equations previously discussed. The linear system of N equations was solved using
Gaussian Elimination to obtain vector X of unknown temperatures. A comparison of the
temperature distribution is made in Figure 32 between the BIT collector and a traditional
flat plate collector. We can see at x = 0, the temperature of the BIT collector is somewhat
lower due to additional heat losses through the ribs. Based on these results we can expect

Temperature (K)

a reduction in the fin efficiency value of the BIT collector.

312
311
310
309
308
307
306
305
304
303
302

BIT collector
Flat plate collector

0

0.02

0.04
x (m)

0.06

0.08

Figure 32 Temperature distribution for the BIT collector along the fin compared with the
temperature distribution of a standard flat plate collector. Both sets of data were
calculated numerically using the finite difference method.

3.4.4

Calculation of fin efficiency F

The fin efficiency for a straight fin with a rectangular profile under uniform radiation is
calculated using Eq. (27). This equation is typically used for the analysis of the traditional
flat plate solar thermal collector.

F 

tanh[ m (W  D ) / 2]
m (W  D ) / 2

(27)
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The calculation of the fin efficiency value depends on the boundary condition at the fin
tip and the geometry of the fin. Eq. (27) assumes a straight, rectangular geometry and
hence would not yield an accurate value for the BIT collector fin which must, therefore,
be calculated numerically. The fin efficiency is defined as the ratio of the heat transfer
away from the actual fin to the heat transfer away from an ideal fin [157]).
The energy conducted to the region of the fluid riser can be determined using Fourier’s
law. Using Eq. (28) below, the finite difference method is used to calculate conduction
heat transfer through the fin above the riser. Where TN represents the temperature of node
N (at fluid riser) and TN-1 is the temperature of the adjacent node.

q'fin  k

dT
dx

x

(W D)
2

 k

TN 1  TN
x

(28)

The value obtained using Eq. (28) was multiplied by two as the value obtained represents
conduction from one side of the riser tube only. The heat transfer value for the ideal fin
was numerically calculated by setting the thermal conductivity of the fin to infinity.

FBIT 

q 'fin
'
qideal

(29)

Inspecting Figure 32 we can see that the fin edge temperature for the BIT collector is
lower compared to the values obtained using Eq. (1) due to conduction losses through the
structural ribs. For the BIT collector, we numerically determined the fin efficiencies to be
0.88 while the fin efficiency for a traditional flat plate collector of equivalent
characteristics was found to be 0.93, which represents a 5.2% drop in fin efficiency.

3.4.5

Module efficiency calculation

Fluid temperature for each riser, Tf(y) needed for Eq. (15) is calculated by Eq. (30) [7].
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T f ( y )  (T fi  Ta  S / U L )e

 U LWF ' y 



m C p 


 Ta  S / U L

(30)

The process of calculating the absorber temperature, T(x, y) begins by initially estimating
a value for the mean fluid temperature (Tfm) so that fluid properties such as viscosity (µf),
thermal conductivity (k) and Prandtl number (Pr) can be interpolated from tabulated data.
The mean fluid temperature (Tfm) is calculated by Eq. (31).

T fm 

T fo  T fi
2

(31)

Where Tfo and Tfi represent the values of outlet and inlet fluid temperature respectively. In
our study, the inlet fluid temperature, Tfi was kept constant at 20 °C. The outlet fluid
temperature is found using Eq. (15) with y set to the length of the absorber.

Using the riser mass flow rates determined in our fluid flow analysis, the Reynolds
number (ReD) was calculated using Eq. (17) with the assumption that flow was steady and
incompressible and within a pipe of uniform cross sectional area [7].

Re D 

4 m

(32)

D 

Where D is the diameter of riser pipe and µ is fluid viscosity. For values of ReD < 2300,
flow was considered laminar and fully developed. Conservative heat transfer coefficient
values was calculated by making the constant wall temperature assumption [7]. Here, the
Nusselt number (Nu) was taken to be 3.66 [159]. The convective heat transfer coefficient
(hfi) of fluid circulating in the riser may then be calculated by re-arranging Eq. (33).

Nu 

h fi D
K

(33)
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Once the convective heat transfer coefficient, hfi was found, the fin efficiency factor, F'
and fluid temperature, Tf(y) were calculated. With the new value of outlet fluid
temperature found, the new value for mean fluid temperature, Tfm,i+1 was calculated using
Eq. (16) and compared to the previous value of Tfm,i. The process of calculating F’ and Tfo
was repeated until the error in subsequent iterations was within a user specified tolerance.
Final values of F' and Tf were then used to calculate the bond temperature (Tb) and
absorber temperature (T) using Eq. (6) and Eq. (4) respectively. This process was
repeated in Matlab for each of the 16 treatment combinations.
Finally once Tfo was found, the useful energy gain, Qu was calculated using Eq. (34)

Qu  mCp (Tfo Tfi )

(34)

Where m is the riser mass flow rate (calculated from our fluid analysis), and Cp is the
specific heat of water (kJ/kg K). The thermal efficiency (ηth) can now be calculated using
Eq. (35) for each module. All module efficiency values were then averaged to give the
final array response.

th 

3.5

Qu
GAc

(35)

Results and Discussion

The thermal efficiency values for each treatment combination are presented in Table 3
along with the levels for each factor. The objective of our analysis was to determine the
ranking of the main effects and identify any significant secondary interactions. To
achieve this aim a statistical analysis was carried out on the data presented in Table 3. An
analysis of variance (ANOVA) study was carried out using Minitab 16 software.
Table 3 Response values (thermal efficiency of array) for each treatment combination
investigated.
TC

A

B

C

D

Response
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1

-1

-1

-1

-1

0.1007

2

1

-1

-1

-1

0.2016

3

-1

1

-1

-1

0.332

4

1

1

-1

-1

0.3557

5

-1

-1

1

-1

0.1604

6

1

-1

1

-1

0.2861

7

-1

1

1

-1

0.3381

8

1

1

1

-1

0.356

9

-1

-1

-1

1

0.1262

10

1

-1

-1

1

0.2507

11

-1

1

-1

1

0.3756

12

1

1

-1

1

0.3906

13

-1

-1

1

1

0.2757

14

1

-1

1

1

0.3259

15

-1

1

1

1

0.3795

16

1

1

1

1

0.3908

Figure 33 illustrates the Pareto plot [154] of main effects and secondary interactions.
Higher order interactions were found to be insignificant and systematically removed in
our study. The graph shows that all four main effects are significant at the 5 per cent
significance level (i.e. α = 0.05). Geometry of the array was shown to have greatest effect
on the thermal efficiency followed by the manifold to riser ratio, mass flow rate, and the
direction of flow in the manifolds. Interestingly we can see that in addition to the main
effects, there is a strong interaction between the array geometry (Factor B) and the
direction of flow in the manifold (Factor C), and also between the manifold to riser ratio
(Factor A) and array geometry (Factor C). These results identify the need in the
appropriate selection of the manifold to riser channel ratio and the direction of flow in the
manifolds for a BIT collector of specified geometry.
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Figure 33 Pareto plot of effects at 5 per cent siignificance leevel.

The analyssis of a 2k factorial
f
dessign makes the assumpttion that thee observation
ns are
normal andd independen
ntly distributeed [155]. Th
his assumptio
on was validaated by geneerating
a normal probability
p
plot
p of residduals shown by Figure 34.
3 Inspectinng this grap
ph, we
observe thhat the resid
duals fall appproximately
y along the straight linne supportin
ng our
assumptionn that the datta has come from a norm
mal distribution. We cann also confirm
m that
there are no
n obvious data
d points w
which stray away
a
from th
he data grouup thus no ou
utliers
exist in ourr data.

Figure 334 Normal probability plot.
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A final datta integrity check is to veerify that thee residuals arre independeent by plottin
ng the
Residual vs
v Order graaph. Examinning Figure 35, we can
n see residuuals are rand
domly
scattered about
a
the x-aaxis and theere is no pertinent trend
d. The residuuals are theerefore
independennt.

Figure 35 Reesidual versu
us order of th
he data.

3.6

Coonclusion

In our studdy a two leveel full factorrial experimeent was desig
gned to deteermine what effect
four designn factors and their interacctions will haave on the th
hermal efficieency of a bu
uilding
integrated thermal collector. A ccomputation
nal analysis was perforrmed in ord
der to
approximatte the fluid flow
f
and corrresponding temperature distribution of each of the
t 16
treatment combination
ns using a commerciaal FEA pacckage and Matlab soft
ftware.
Furthermorre, a numericcal analysis was conductted to quantiify the fin effficiency of a BIT
collector ussing the finitte differencee method whiich revealed the BIT colllector will su
uffer a
5% drop inn fin efficienccy due to addditional fin tip heat losses through thee structural ribs
r of
the collectoor. From theese results thhe thermal efficiency
e
vaalues were caalculated forr each
module and averaged for each tre atment facto
or. A statistiical analysis revealed th
hat the
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array geometry will have the strongest influence, followed by the manifold to riser
channel ratio, mass flow rate, and lastly the direction of flow in the manifold (i.e. parallel
or reverse flow). Two secondary interactions were also found to be statistically significant
at 5 per cent significance level. The array geometry and direction of flow in the manifold
followed by the array geometry and the manifold to riser channel ratio interactions will
both affect the thermal yield of a BIT collector.
The authors believe the research presented is valuable to those responsible in the design
of BIT systems.
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Chapter 4: Numerical determination of parasitic resistances of a solar cell
using the Lambert W-function
4.0

Introduction

Chapter three demonstrated that several parameters which are expected to vary
considerably for the case of building integrated solar collector, will have a statistically
proven influence over its thermal performance. As this chapter only examined fluid flow
and heat transfer, further work is necessary to understand what effect flow maldistribution will have on the photovoltaic output due to the negative impact of
temperature for the building integrated PVT collector. Similar to the methodology applied
in the previous chapter, a number of scenarios must be investigated to examine how
influential this issue will be on photovoltaic output for a building integrated solar
collector. An experimental investigation was therefore not feasible, consequently a
mathematical approach must be employed. A mathematical model of the photovoltaic
system which captured the effect of temperature was therefore developed and added to
the model created in the previous chapter.

Chapter 2 outlined the procedure commonly utilised to simulate the non-linear behaviour
of a crystalline silicon solar cell. It was discussed that the accuracy of a photovoltaic
model is heavily dependent on parameter selection. For the popular single diode five
parameter model which shall implemented in this study, five parameters (Rs, Rsh, n, I0, Iph)
in total must be found. A number of methods currently exist to achieve this task as
discussed in Chapter 2 ranging in complexity and accuracy. In this chapter a unique
method for calculating two of these parameters is presented.

The method presented here for calculating two parameter values, Rs and Rsh, is based on
matching the mathematical output of the single diode equation with data provided by the
manufacturer. This is achieved by using a multi-dimensional version of the Newton77

Raphson method and equations which express the current-voltage characteristics of a
solar cell using the Lambert W-function.

Validation of the method was carried out by comparing the values obtained with this
method against values published in the literature. Additionally two other published
methods were used to calculate the resistance values for comparison. Values were found
to be calculated with much higher accuracy using this method and unlike other methods,
the values for Rs and Rsh were found to approach final values in a rapid and convergent
manner. Additionally the method can be employed using only data provided by the
manufacturer, therefore avoiding the need of expensive electrical equipment used for
acquiring the characteristics current-voltage curve of the device under study.

Research carried out in this chapter provided a necessary step into the development of the
mathematical model used to quantify the photovoltaic output of a BIPVT collector. This
model can then be applied for the analysis of non-uniform flow distribution conditions.
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Chapter 5: Numerical calculation of series and shunt resistance of a
photovoltaic cell using the Lambert W-function: Experimental evaluation

5.0

Introduction

The method presented in Chapter 4 to determine the values of series and shunt resistances
was validated by comparing the calculated values of two cells against data published in
previous studies. These values are mandatory inputs for modelling the electrical
behaviour of a solar cell. This chapter describes the experimental investigation performed
to further validate the numerical method. Current-voltage curves for a single multicrystalline cell were obtained while under varying levels of outdoor illumination in
Hamilton, New Zealand. From these current-voltage curves, data typically provided by
the manufacturer of a solar cell/module were extracted; (i) the short circuit current (Isc),
(ii) the open circuit voltage (Voc), (iii) current at MPP (Imp), and (iv) voltage at MPP (Vmp).
This data was obtained by using a precise National Instrument source measuring unit
which is (model NI-SMU-4130) able to measure the current response from the cell under
varying loads.

Using the experimentally acquired data, the method described in Chapter 4 along with
two other published methods was used to determine the values of series and shunt
resistances. These values were then applied to the explicit current-voltage equation to
obtain simulated current-voltage curves and compared to the original experimental
curves.

A root mean square error analysis was conducted to compare the accuracy of each of the
three methods investigated. The analysis revealed that the method described in Chapter 4
provided the closest match with the experimental Pmax value and also that error between
simulated and experimental data over the entire current-voltage curves was minimised
over two existing methods.
88

Based on the results obtained from this research work, the method developed to calculate
the values of series and shunt resistances could be confidently applied to further work
investigating the effect of flow distribution and its effect on photovoltaic performance
within a BIPVT collector.
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Chapter 6: Numerical calculation of series and shunt resistances and diode
quality factor of a photovoltaic cell using the Lambert W-function
6.0

Introduction

Previous research work has been focused on the development of a novel method to
determine the series and shunt resistance values of a crystalline silicon cell. These two
parameter values are necessary to accurately model the electrical behaviour of a
photovoltaic cell and are therefore needed for the final goal of creating a model of a
building integrated solar collector which examines the effect of flow mal-distribution on
photovoltaic performance. The novel method outlined in Chapter 4 however was initially
validated by calculating resistance values for two cells (blue and grey types) and
comparing calculated values with published values. It was shown that the method
produced values matching those published, additionally it was demonstrated that it
offered greater accuracy over two other recently published methods. Chapter 5 discussed
the work carried out to further validate this method by experimental means. Complete
current-voltage data for a crystalline silicon cell (the predominant cell type today) were
measured while exposed to varying levels of irradiance in Hamilton, New Zealand.
Extracting the data that is typically provided by the manufacturer from this data (i.e. Imp,
Vmp, Isc, and Voc), the values for Rs and Rsh were calculated and used to generate currentvoltage data using the single diode, five parameter equation. The simulated currentvoltage data was then compared to the original experimental data.

Examination of the combined experimental and simulated data revealed that a growing
disparity between the method described in Chapter 4 and experimental data would occur
moving away from the maximum power point. By means of a sensitivity analysis, it was
found that by adjusting the diode constant value n, this disparity could be reduced thereby
improving modelling accuracy. A modification to the original algorithm presented in
98

Chapter 5 was therefore made so that the diode constant could also be evaluated from
data provided by the manufacturer.

Initially the algorithm assumes the diode constant is equal to one. Based on this value, the
values for Rs and Rsh are then calculated using the method described in Chapter 4. The
current-voltage curve is then generated for a voltage vector between 0 V and Voc from
which the fill factor (FF) is calculated. The modelled FF is compared to the fill factor
provided by the manufacturer. If an error is present, the diode constant value is
incremented and the process is repeated until the error falls below a specified threshold.

To validate this new method, the experimental procedure outlined in Chapter 5 was again
applied to compare the simulated data against experimental data. For comparative
purpose, the proposed algorithm was again compared against the method described in
Chapter 4 and another published method. It was found that the modified algorithm was
able to substantially improve modelling accuracy calculated based on a root mean square
error analysis.

This method permits the calculation of three parameters: Rs, Rsh, and n, all of which are
needed for the final mathematical model used to calculate the total yield of a PV system
operating under heterogeneous operating temperature which shall be discussed. The
improved performance obtained in the calculation of the third parameter (n) will
consequently improve the performance of the final model which is to be developed in this
study.
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Chapter 7: Effect of flow distribution on the photovoltaic performance of a
building integrated photovoltaic/thermal (BIPVT) collector
7.0

Introduction

Combining the results from Chapters 3 to 6, a numerical investigation was performed to
analyse the effect of flow distribution on the photovoltaic yield of a BIPVT collector. The
four factors examined in Chapter 3 were again varied as the results indicated that
influences of all four factors were statistically significant to flow distribution. A threestep analysis consisting of a fluid analysis, a heat transfer analysis, and a photovoltaic
system analysis was executed. The finite element method was again used to quantify the
flow rates through each riser; however for this investigation, nine array geometries were
investigated (as opposed to only two) given its significant impact on flow distribution.

The significant addition to this investigation in comparison to the study presented in
Chapter 3 is the photovoltaic system model. The model generated incorporates the
research conducted into the photovoltaic system parameter calculation discussed in
Chapters 4 through to 6. By applying Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws, the system of
non-linear equations was solved using numerical methods such that the individual
operating temperature of each cell in the array was taken into consideration. All
programming was performed using Matlab software.

Results indicated that flow distribution will have a strong influence on the photovoltaic
output of a BIPVT collector. For the case where flow distribution was poorest,
photovoltaic output was improved by only 2% over a traditional photovoltaic system with
no cooling. However for the case where flow distribution was optimal, photovoltaic
output was improved by over 9%. If the issue of flow distribution is not appropriately
addressed, the theoretical improvement in electric output from the photovoltaic system as
110

a result of cooling may be minimal. Such a scenario would not justify the additional costs
and complexity associated with the implementation of the active heat recovery system.
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Chapter 8: Estimation of photovoltaic conversion efficiency of a building
integrated photovoltaic/thermal (BIPVT) collector array using an artificial
neural network
8.0

Introduction

The research goal of this thesis was to develop a model of a BIPVT collector which could
be utilised to assess the effect of flow distribution on photovoltaic yield. This objective
was met in the Chapter 7; however it could not be used by non-technical personnel.
Research presented here has shown that a simpler method can be implemented to ensure
the effect of flow distribution can be practically considered by the manufacturer of
building integrated solar technology.

The feed forward multi-layer perceptron neural network was trained in this work using
the back propagation learning algorithm in Matlab. Training data was obtained using the
method presented in Chapter 7. It was found in this work that a neural network can be
adequately trained to learn the relationship between the specified inputs and desired
outputs. Once trained the neural network is fast and simple to use and has the ability to
interpolate values within the original training set. This permits the effects of flow
distribution to be factored into the calculation of photovoltaic output for a BIPVT
installation with minimal complexity.
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Chapter 9: Summary and Conclusions
9.1

Introduction

It is generally assumed during the analysis of a traditional solar thermal collector that the
heat exchange fluid is uniformly distributed. This simplification to the model
consequently assumes a homogeneous temperature distribution over the absorber surface.
Several studies discussed in Chapter 2, however, have demonstrated that this assumption
is not entirely accurate and that the quality of flow distribution is dependent on several
factors. The consequence of non-uniform flow through a solar thermal collector is that the
warmer regions of the absorber (i.e. areas under reduced flow) are subject to greater heat
losses to the ambient and therefore operate under reduced thermal efficiency. For a flat
plate solar thermal collector used in domestic hot water application, the net impact of
non-uniform flow is not severe. Therefore for the analysis of these collectors this
assumption and the significant simplification it brings to the modelling process is
commonly applied.

The hybrid PVT collector on the other hand, which incorporates photovoltaic cells has
been shown to be temperature sensitive. Given the manner in which photovoltaic cells
must be electrically connected so that their electrical output can be combined, the effect
of non-uniform temperature has been demonstrated to have a much greater impact on the
output of the collector. As the development of the PVT collector is still in its infancy
relative to traditional solar thermal technology, this issue has not been sufficiently
examined.

In order to investigate this issue further, a numerical model was developed to calculate
the electrical output of the photovoltaic array which considered the variation in fluid flow
136

through a header/riser type fluid network and the resultant temperature of absorber. Using
this model, a number of factors were investigated which considered the unique aspects of
the building integrated PVT collector, such as the shape of the array and the direction of
flow in the manifolds. This analysis provided several key findings. By examining the
effect of a number of parameters such as the array geometry, mass flow rate, the ratio of
the manifold to fluid channel diameters, and the direction of flow relative to the
manifolds on the output of a PVT collector, it was possible to rank their statistical
significance and identify two secondary interactions.

First, array geometry and two secondary interactions were shown to have statistically
significant effects on the flow distribution and thermal performance of a building
integrated collector. By using the finite difference method it was also shown that the fin
efficiency was reduced by 5 per cent due to additional losses through the structural ribs of
the collector in comparison to the value obtained using the classical fin approach. The
second key finding was the development of a new method to determine the modelling
parameters of a solar cell based on data provided by the manufacturer. Finally by
integrating the fluid, heat transfer, and photovoltaic system analyses, a model was
developed to quantify the photovoltaic yield of a BIPVT array of various designs which
considered the detrimental impact of flow distribution. Each finding will be discussed in
the proceeding sections.

9.2

Analysis of factors affecting flow distribution

Results from Chapter 3 indicated that the geometry of a solar collector will have the
greatest impact on flow distribution based on a statistical analysis which examined a total
of four factors (array shape, manifold to fluid channel pipe ratio, flow direction in
manifolds and mass flow rate). Furthermore as a result of a two level full factorial
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analysis, two secondary interactions were additionally identified which influence flow
distribution and thermal output of a building integrated thermal collector. The interactions
between array geometry and the direction of flow in the manifolds, and the array
geometry and the ratio of manifold to fluid channel ratio were shown to impact thermal
output. Although the numerical approach used by Jones and Lior [82] identified that the
number and length of the risers will have an influence on flow distribution, the issue of
geometry was not emphasised due to the minor variation in conventional solar thermal
collector geometry. Furthermore previous studies did not identify any secondary
interactions among factors investigated.
As the building integrated solar collector will be a made-to-measure product its geometry
will be highly variable so that the individual customer’s needs are met. Research
conducted in this study has shown that geometry and its interaction with two other
parameters will influence the quality of flow throughout the fluid network consequently
the issue of flow distribution is of greater concern in comparison to conventional solar
thermal technology.

9.3

Calculation of solar cell modelling parameters

Presently, several methods are available to determine the modelling parameters of a solar
cell required for photovoltaic system modelling. A unique method has been developed in
this research based on the multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson method which was
experimentally shown to reduce modelling error over existing methods.
Originally a method was developed to determine the values of series (Rs) and shunt
resistance (Rsh) based on data provided by the manufacturer at maximum power point.
Initially this method was compared against values published by Charles et al. and
compared against two alternative methods. It was shown that the method proposed in
Chapter 4 matched the previously published values with the greatest accuracy. In order to
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further validate this method, a precise source measuring unit was used to experimentally
acquire the current-voltage data of a single multi-crystalline cell exposed to varying
levels of natural sunlight in Chapter 5. Simulated current-voltage data was then generated
using resistance values calculated using three methods and the method proposed in
Chapter 4. This analysis demonstrated that at maximum power point (MPP), greatest
accuracy was obtained using the proposed method. Using a root mean square error
analysis, it was shown that the method offers greatest accuracy over the entire voltage
vector (i.e.0 < V < Voc).

Closely examining the combined experimental and simulated current-voltage data, a
growing disparity was identified moving away from MPP. Investigating this issue further,
it was found that by adjusting the diode constant value this disparity could be reduced
thereby improving modelling accuracy. A modification to the original algorithm used to
calculate Rs and Rsh was made in Chapter 6 so that it could also calculate the diode
constant value, n. This method was experimentally shown to further reduce modelling
error over existing techniques. At 1000 W/m2 of illumination for example, root mean
square error was reduced from 0.0101 to 0.0038.

The method to determine modelling parameters in this thesis has the advantages that it
offers improved modelling accuracy when compared against two other recently published
methods. By employing numerical methods which limit the number of assumptions and
simplifications in the analysis, improved accuracy is obtained over the analytical
approach. Furthermore, it also only requires data provided by the manufacturer at
standard test conditions.
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9.4

The effect of flow distribution on the photovoltaic output

By combining the fluid and heat transfer analysis conducted in Chapter 3 with the
photovoltaic system modelling method outlined in Chapters 4 to 6, a complete model was
developed to calculate photovoltaic output for a BIPVT collector operating under
heterogeneous temperature as a result of flow mal-distribution. Using this model, a
number of scenarios were investigated examining the effect of flow distribution on the
photovoltaic output of a BIPVT array. Changes were made to the manifold to fluid
channel pipe ratio, array geometry, flow direction in manifolds, and the mass flow rate.
For the case where flow uniformity was poorest, it was found that only a 2 %
improvement in PV output is made over a traditional photovoltaic panel with no cooling.
However a 10 % improvement was obtained where flow uniformity was optimal.
Therefore by appropriately addressing the issue of flow distribution, the photovoltaic
yield can be improved.

Current methods typically adopt the approach used by conventional solar thermal
technology which makes the assumption that flow throughout the collector is uniform.
Such an assumption could lead to misleading results and an over estimation of the
photovoltaic output of a system. Current literature in this field of BIPVT collector
technology has not adequately addressed this issue. The model presented in this thesis
may be used to approximate the photovoltaic yield of a BIPVT array with greater
accuracy by considering the effects of flow mal-distribution. Results presented in Chapter
7 revealed that if the issue of flow distribution is not appropriately addressed,
photovoltaic yield may be reduced by up to 10%. If flow distribution is assumed uniform
as typically carried out at present, this disparity between model and actual outputs would
lead to reduced power generation and inaccurate economic forecasts. Implementing the
steps carried out in this study can reduce this error.
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9.5

Conclusions

Harnessing energy from the sun is an active area of research and development driven
primarily by the science of climate change science and the desire for energy
independence. The successful implementation of solar technologies, such as the building
integrated PVT collector however must address a number of technical and economic
issues. This particular collector offers a number of advantages over conventional solar
technologies such as;

1. Improved electrical output as a result of cooling.
2. Greater energy yield per unit area of roofing.
3. Improved architectural uniformity.

Despite these advantages, the market penetration of this collector type is minimal to date.
Economic justification is mandatory for any capital expenditure, therefore a detailed
model is necessary to forecast the approximate energy yield from an array of specified
size. The PVT collector is unique in comparison to traditional solar thermal and
photovoltaic collectors in the sense that the thermal and photovoltaic outputs are linked.
This link however has not been explored in sufficient detail which runs the risk of
possible overestimation in energy yield.

In this study a model has been developed which couples fluid flow, heat transfer, and
photovoltaic conversion in order to quantify the photovoltaic output of a BIPVT collector
which considers the effects of flow distribution. During the development of this model, it
was shown that:
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• Four factors have a statistical impact on flow distribution; Array shape, the manifold to
fluid channel pipe ratio, the direction of flow in the manifold and the mass flow rate.
Array geometry was to have the greatest statistical effect on flow distribution and thermal
output of a building integrated solar collector.
• Two secondary interactions were identified to influence the quality of flow distribution;
(i) array geometry and the ratio of the manifold to fluid channel, and (ii) array geometry
and the flow direction in the manifolds.
• By conducting a numerical analysis of the building integrated collector using the finite
difference method, fin efficiency was shown to be 5% less than a traditional rectangular
fin and tube absorber design.
• Photovoltaic cell modelling parameters Rs, Rsh, and n can be modelled using the multidimensional version of the Newton-Raphson method and current-voltage equations
expressed using Lambert W-function in comparison to other current methods. It was
demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally that the proposed method offers an
improvement to modelling accuracy and can be implemented using data provided by the
manufacturer.
The model was then used to demonstrate the reduction in photovoltaic yield as a result of
the flow distribution phenomenon. As the geometry of the building integrated collector
will vary considerably, the assumption of uniform flow throughout the fluid network as
currently employed may lead to a significant overestimation of the photovoltaic output.
The model presented here can be used to address this issue to assist in the successful
implementation of this promising technology.
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9.6

Scope of research and future work

The analysis conducted here was limited to the header riser fluid type network only.
Other fluid networks were beyond the scope of this work. Additionally this study was
concerned only with the working fluid water and the operational characteristics of
crystalline silicon solar cells which the authors believe to be the most commonly applied,
however other working fluids and PV technologies may also be implemented.
For future work, it is recommended that other fluid networks also be investigated as a
large number of absorber types many of which were presented in Chapter 2, have been
proposed. Furthermore, the use of air as the heat exchanger working fluid was not
investigated in this work. As air is a commonly used medium for this collector type, it is
recommended that a fluid analysis be similarly conducted.
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